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CITIZENS ARE BEING PRODUCED

THESE FIGURES
Are Taken From the Tax Rolls of Colfax County for the Information of
the Voters:
St. Louis. Rocky Mountain
.1290,205.00
& Pacific Co
.
25,258.00
Yankee Fuel company
1,100.00
Kortheastern Coal Co.
.
19,226.78
Raton Water Works .
250.00
Raton Fuel company ,
378.38
Raton Ice company . .
.
25,258.80
Yankee Fuel company
450.00
i
E. D. Shepard & Co.
Min&
Coal
Mexico
New
2,500.00
Ing company
367,950.00
Dawson Fuel company
62,605.00
Stag Canyon Fuel Co. .
179,928.00
Maxwell Land Grant Co,

$290,265.00.

The boast is made that in the great
kingdom of Colfax county alone, there
ia more and better coal than in the
great fields of Pennsylvania where
made an industhat state has-be- en
trial center ior the .entire United
States.
Those immense
properties pay
of the taxes in Colabout
fax county whereas the lesser concerns and the people who toil, pay the
balance. Those immense deposits of
coal and those great tracts (t timber
stand there awaiting development,
while only enough coal is turned out
to keep the price at an almost prohibitive rate. While escaping taxation, a small part of the holdings is
made to produce "all the traffic will
bear" while even the men who toil far
"underground, are paid a minimum
wage and are forced to purchase even
the necessities of life from "company
stores."
It Is an inspiring sight a sight that
causes only the darkest forebodings
for the future of this state, to visit
the "company homes" of the miners
ot Colfax county and see how they
live. It is still a more impressive
sight to see the children of those
miners, their lack of opportunity,
their education, their surroundings.
The people of the state of New
Mexico wondered at the fight made by
the Springer contingent on the blue
ballot last year and why it was that
their strenuous efforts to defeat it,
them to lose sight of the head!
of their ticket and plunge Holm O.
Bursum to defeat. The governorsnip
of their troubles.
was the least
and
constitution
that
Through
conthrough a legislature they could
trol; they hoped to remain secure in
their hold upon Colfax county, upon
the miners In those camps and upon
those children who some, day, like
their fathers, will be forced to descend
into the shafts and tunnels to dig like
rats for the benefit of a few men who
control the corporation.
In this connection, it should be re-membered that there are honest cor--1
corporations that would be
AiA ttiAV
' tn mpt Rllrfl
L" W nnt have
11UU:BI
11 IS noi U1B yuryuBO ui
Competition.
this naoer to attack corporations be
cause they are corporations, but it Is
the purpose of this paper to try and
chilgive the man who works and his
dren, an even break." It is the intention of this paper to see that "prosand that "all
perity Is passed around"does
not come
the traffic will bear"
out of the pockets of the toiler nor out
of the mouths of little children. It
is the intention of this paper to see to
it that the youth of this state get the
Tight to develop its brain and brawn
alongside of children more favored by
It is the purpose of
circumstances.
thU paper to see to it that such cernoratlons go out of politics in thls
state or find out exactly why.
At Albuquerque last week, it was
smirklngly given out that the grand
old republican party had had a house
cleaning and that it had done the
house cleaning itself.
A brief look at the facta will show
that having used Frank A. Hubbell
and Holm O. Bursum to the.
got out of them ''all the traffic
would stand," they nave been swept
one-eight- h

llmlt-t-havi-

ng

uafrip find new tnnla Iiuva hppn fnnnri.
ready and anxious to carry on the
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Days before the republican convention, Hon. Charles A. Spiess was with
Mr. Springer and Mr. Van Houten. He
was with other equally strong stand
pat leaders of the state. The Albu
querque convention was being framed
up. ,It was quite cleverly done, but

The man who toils wants to know

vhy it costs so much at the grocery

store, why his coal bill is so out of
proportion to his weekly wage and
why he can't afford to educate his
children fully before he puts them to
work. The days of the good old
statesmen have passed. A great dls- play of fine words, backed ty an
thusiastlc- - outburst" of oratory, . no
longer goes. The man who tolls can
not get to a convention oi me granu
old party; he la too busy trying to
meet expenses. And the trouDie witn
his immediate political boss is that
he always neglects to bring home to
his voters a copy of a keynote speech
together with the "enthusiastic outburst."

COLLEGE GIRLS
ARE BESIEGED
j

Washington, D. C, Sept. 16.
ican bluejackets and marines have
bpPTI called uo hv Mr.
Weitzel, in
famine
rescue
to
from
umaiosua,
nniipee full of eirls at Granada. The
girls have been isolated for forty days
and are facing an empty larder. The
college is under French control, and
many of its inmates are foreign residents. The American minister appealed to Admiral Southerland, of the
American fleet, to send a rescue party
with some of the food supplies sent
by the Red Cross from the canal zone.
Amer-poration-

SOLDIER SHOT

A POLICEMAN

Bisbee, Arizona, Sept. 16. Police- man Aureliano Valle of Naco, Sone
ra, was ftally shot last night by Private Brown of Troop G, Fourth Cavalry, which is stationed at Naco, ArizThe shooting
ona, for patrol duty.
occurred at a dance hall at Naco,
where a dance in celebration of
Mexican Independence day was in
progress. It was reported the policeman tried to eject several American
soldiers who attended the dance, and
the shooting followed. Brown was
:
locked up at Cuartel at Naco.
So-nor-
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Washington, D. C, Sept. 16 The
United States supreme court will begin its fall term with the Consideration
of many important cases.
cases of unusual
Already twenty-onconsequence have been set for hearing
October 14, the opening day. To this
list probably will be added the Kansas
election case, which involves the right
of Roosevelt electors to remain on the
republican ticket.
The business world is said to be
particularly interested in the second
argument of the cotton corner case
rates cases,
and the
both assigned for
early in
the term.
The cotton corner case arises over
the validity of indictments against
James A. Patton, and others, on a
charge of conspiring to corner the mar
ket on the New York cotton exchange
in 1910 with a ten million dollar profit
The court must decide
in view.
whether "running a corner" is prohiblaw.
ited by the Sherman anti-trurate cases inThe
volve the validity of the orders of the
interstate commerce commission, limiting the amount by which rates from
cities
eastern cities to
may exceed rates on the longer haul,
to Pacific coast cities.
The bath tub trust suit will call for
a determination ot the relation of the
law to the patent
Sherman anti-trustatutes.
The government seeks to dissolve on
alleged illegal combination of enamelThe
ed iron ware manufacturers.
principal question is whether the patent on tools used on a patent article
such as a bath tub, may, by a process
licensing all others to use the patent
ed tool, fix the prices, and terms under which the tub may be sold at
holesale and retail, regardless of the
Sherman law. The rate ecase, indirect
basis of one of the charges in the
impeachment of Archbald of the commerce court, will attract attention be
cause it involves the power of the com
merce court to weigh evidence pre
sented to the interstate commerce com
mission.
Litigation involving the jurisdict; r.
of the interstate commerce commis- -

Kansas City, Kas., Sept. 16.
"Never has the
flag of conspiracy floated above the political seas
as now, never was it assaulted with so
much honor," declared Governor T.
R. Marshal, democratic nominee for
vice president, in a speech here today.
"In all my political career I have
never asked anybody to vote for me;
I do not propose to do so now. I am
unfit for public office if my personal
preferment is more potent than the
triumph of the cause I advocate. He
i'i not a good soldier who is not willing to sacrifice himself in an effort to
save his party standard. My personality is of Blight moment to the voters of this country unless they believe
in my party platform, and in my intent, if elected, to help to carry out
its pledges. I have no quarrel with
the man who disagrees with me with
reference to the democratic platform.
He may be right, much as I doubt
it.
"This principal is vital: That every
man in Aemirca has the right to run
for office and to vote for whomsoever
he chooses.
"When matters of great pith and
moment are involved, a party is not
dealing honestly with the voters unless it declares its principles and
pledges its candidates to maintain
them. A vote obtained through dissimulation is wrongfully obtained.
"Could anything be more piratical
than the open boast of the Roosevelt
men that they kept still and waited
until the Maine election had been
carried before declaring their principles? Every regular republican vote
nhtained in this way in the State of
Maine was fully as dishonest as the
votes in the Chicago convention that
nominated Taft.
"A party that opens its political
meetings with prayer and sings "Onward, Christian Soldiers" and claims
to be the embodiment of pure politics

(Continued on page eight.)
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THE ETHICAL POTATO BUG.
Once there was a potato bug. In would crow wild, and the earth would
many respects, he was just like other soon couUiu wore potatoes Uwu could
potato bugs. That is, he was just as be dug, which would be a great pity,
destructive as other bugs, but, unlike as the price would then quickly fall
the rest, he felt the need of an ethical to a point where it would be unproflt

justification of his parasitical position.
He believed that somewhere an answer could be found to the charge
that potato plants would be better off
if it were not for him and his fellows.
'
Although he wail a potato bug of
parts! although he could destroy more
plants in a given length of time than
any other bug fn the community, his
powers of reasoning had been neglected and accordingly he hired a professor of political economy from the
local bug college to make out his case
for him.
The professor of political economy
pocketed the fee and tackled the job.
The potato bug was happy when, some
days later, he received the following'

TO

able to cultivate them. Furthermore,
potato bugs are necessary to the
proper development of the plants, for,
without the bugg, the plants would
lack the proper incentive to put forth
their best efforts, and others besides
the fittest would survive, thus nullifying the law of evolution. Of course,
if we could change the nature of the
plants, Potato bugs might be dispensed with, but we are confronted by a
condition, not a theory.
"We, therefore, who have given our
lives to the study of this question,
cannot but deplore the pernicious activity of such reformers as advocate
the extensive use of Paris Green and
other noxious exterminants. For proof
of these statements and conclusions,
report:
"The potato bug ia a great blessing. we refer the reader to almost any old
Were It not for him, potato plants chapter In the republican platform."
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whom it may involve."
A score or more of persons will be
asked to appear at the hearing.
Among them are men, it is said, who
are prominent in oil, land, mining and
cattle operations in California, Mexico

e

e

Morelos.

The probable route taken by the
Red Flaggers under Salazar, with El
Tigre as their objective point, would
cross the wagon road from the
colonies to Douglas and it 'was
this road that Haymore traveled.
According to reports received yesterday at headquarters in El Paso
from Douglas, Salazer is east of
Morelos and within a day's march of
the settlement. Only a few men remain in the colony and no women or
children. The latter have been safe
at Douglas for many days.
Morelos was looted, it is said, some
days ago by a Red Flag raiding band
under Rafael Campa.
Salazar will
on
probably pass through Morelos
his way to El Tigre, and colony lead- crs in El Paso and Douglas are
It
dreading another looting affair.
was said yesterday that the general
store at the colony contained $29,000
worth of merchandise before it was
looted by Campa's band, the extent
of whose depredations are not known.
It is believed that many thousands of
dolla-- a
worth of goods are still In
the store, but whether they will be
there after Salazar's passage through
the town is doubted by the colonists.
Douglas, Ariz., Sept. 16. Fourteen
automobiles , left Douglas this afternoon for a point about 30 ihlles south
li, Sonora to meet a party of 65 American refugees from Nacozarl which
is threatened by the combined rebel
Most
forces of Salazar and Rojas.
of th erefugees are women and chil
dren comprising the families of all
the Americans in the town. They left
Nacozari on a special train at 2
o'clock this afternoon, and will be
met by the automobiles at the point
where rail communication was stopNo
ped by the burning of bridges.
word has been received from El Tigre
since late last night, but it is thought
that the main body of the rebels who
took that town Saturday are on their
way to join the insurrectos under Rojas.
Et Paso, Texas, Sept. 16. A special to the Herald says: "When the
rebels captured El Tigre they arrested and are holding Superintendent L.
R Budow and Assistant Superintendent Missler and H. L. Mix, manager
of the store until the $100,000 ransom was paid.
They threatened to confiscate the
bullion that had been accumulating
for several weeks owing to lack of
railroad facilities.
Grave fears are entertained for the
safety of Americans in El Tigre, including six women.
So-no-

and Lower California.
El Paso, Texas, Sept. 16. Fighting
has ceased at Ojinaga, taksn yesterday
IN FIGHT
morning by federals, and it is believed
at Presidio. Texas, opposite on the
Santa Barbara, Calif., Sept. 16.
border, that the rebels retreated into
"Don't stand still," Colonel Roosevelt the hills to the south during last
said to the crowd which met him in night. The rebels made a last stand
at San Francisco, a suburb of Ojinaga
Santa Barbara today.
"This is no time to hold back. Take to the south. According to advices
a decided position in this fight. If you received by General E. Z. Steever at
are with us, come out squarely for us. Fort Bliss, today from United States
fedThat is the way to be really progres- army officers at Presidio, the 350
caperals
yesterday,
Ojinaga
taking
sive."
tured seventeen rebels whp are held
"California has taken the lead in
prisoners. The federal loss in the fight
this fight," continued Col. Roosevelt. is
given as "slight," neither are defi"If you will read the progressive platnite
figures of killed and wounded reb
form 'you will see that it is much like
available on the American side.
els
Gov.
of
of
record
achievements
the
of the department of state and
Hiram Johnson in this state. I want Agents have left
El Paso for Presidio
justice
to see California hold its place in the
where United States troops are holdlead."
ing Colonel Pascual Orozco, Sr.; father
Col. Roosevelt appealed especially to of the rebel commander of the same
the women in his Santa Barbara name.. Colonel Orozco, who was capspeech.
tured together with Colonel Pablo
"Women have suffered enough in- Orozco, a distant relative of the family
justice in the past," he said, "so that when they crossed the line to the
we ought to be able to count upon American side
Saturday evening, probthem for help In the present. Wherwill be brought to El Paso where
ably
inever there are social or industrial
some charge will be entered in the
justice which we are trying to do federal court. American secret servaway with, we feel that we have a ice men are searching for General
peculiar right to appeal to the women Pascual Orozco, Jr., who is believed to
to support us."
have crossed the line together with his
Col. Roosevelt said that neither the father but escaped through the cordqn
democratic nor the republican plat- of United States troops.
forms offered a solution of the great
Enrique C. Llorente, Mexican consul
questions of the day.
at El Paso, has received a report from
"The progressive platform," he con- his secret men at Presidio, that the
attempted
tinued, "is a contract with the people. rebel commander-in-chief- ,
If any progressive candidate fails to to cross into the United States with
keep the promises in the platform or a dozen followers late Saturday, but
those which he makes on the stu i, was known to have failed in his first
I'll take the stump against him my- attempt.
self."
Trains bearing the thirteenth cavare aralry from Fort Riley, Kansas, before
NOgT
riving at Fort Bliss today and
GUNNERS
have COUNT
night the entire regiment will
LEFT BODY TO
DIES
Ined. The additional troops
will be distributed by General SteeverTHE SURGEONS
borChicago, 111., Sept. 16. Three more along the Texas and New Mexico
bodies were recovered from lake Mich- ders.
Tokio, Sept. 16. The will of GenerJuarez, Mex., Sept. 16. Celebration
igan, near lake Bluff today, bringing
is
al
Count Maresuke Nogi, who, with
of
"Mexican
independence
in
to
of
dead
day
known
of the
up
eight the list
his
review
A
wife, committed suicide the mohere
today.
tne accident yesterday, when a 36 foot nasslne ouietly
ment
the body of the late emperor
late
held
be
will
cutter, containing 24 recruits of the U. of the troops in Juarez
S. naval training station, overturned today. Federal troops stationed here started on its journey to the tomb,
while the party was out sailing.
are doing police duty in the streets to was published today In it he suggests that his body be given to a medThree other members of the party prevent the predicted disorders.
Marfa. Texas, Sept. 16. General ical college requesting only his teeth,
still are missing. Searching crews
Jr., Is reported to have hair and nails be buried in the grave.
dragged the lake for other bodies. In- Pascual Orozco,
The will says that the general folthe
fleeing rebels who
been
among
cluded In the bodies recovered today
the
after
the emperor because his serlows
Texas
into
yesterday
was that of Chief Gunners' Mate W. crossed
vices are no longer required in this
B. Neguis, who died while he loyally federals had captured Ojinaga.
It has been impossible here to se- world.
tried to save his companions.
The document bears the date of the
cure
either confirmation or denial of
When the boat overturned Neguis
United States troops night of September 12, twenty-fou- r
this
report.
start
and
of
two
recruits
the
grabbed
after the bands of which Oroz- - hours before he took his life, and it
ed for shore. He rescued one of them started
' ""
to be a "u"1?? "
Indicates that the death of the countand went Dack lnto the water to assist
Pascual Orozco. Sr.. the leaders ess had not been decided upon when
otners in aii 14 men either swam to
into Presidio the instrument was prepared.
snore or were rescued and Neguis sav- father,12 crossed directly
and all of this
with
companions,
of
them.
ed nearly every one
ANYTHING TO BEAT ROOSEVELT.
party were at once placed under sur
San Francisco, Sept. 16. As a reHe was distracted with grief be- veillance by United States authorities.
row that split
cause he was In charge of the boat.
El Paso, Texas, Sept. 16. kdwara sult of the factional
More- the Taft faction in California, the San
Colonla
of
a
resident
Haymore.
los in the State of Sonora, Arizona, Francisco Call, leading republican
CHINESE
all repubis missing, together with six horses paper, In an editorial urges
IN
and a wagon load of provisions which licans to vote for Woodrow Wilson
he was bringing out of Morelos to the- and "put an end to Roosevelt politiun16.
Serious
Kong,
Sept.
border .according, to a telegram re- cally."
Hong
The Call Is the mouthpiece of the
rest prevails in the Canton district reived vesterday afternoon at re--;
Chinese notes have deprecated in fugee headquarters In El Paso from j0hn D. Spreckles faction.
value and brigandage is rife.
Junius Romney, president of all tneENGLE RESCUED FROM
The Chinese officials are apprehen colonies in Mexico who is now ai
LAKE AFTER ACCIDENT.
sive and in spite of the presence of Douglas lookipg. after the Soiiora
Sept. 16. Albert J. Engle
Chicago,
36,000 troops in Canton they telegraphCleveland.
Ohio, was rescued from
of
thereAVvugeeB
ed today to Dr. Sun Yat Sen the for
It is understood that Haymore af- t oUe Mlrhltran this afternoon when
mer provisional president of China, ter bringing his family to the safety nl8 hydroplane was wrecked nearly
who is now in Peking where he went of the United States, went back to half mli eoff 8hore.
Tugs rescued
to consult with Yuan Shi Kai, the re- Morelos for provisions that had been nim atter a struggle which was view-itbehind. It Is thoght that hejed Dy hundreds from the shore. He
publican president, concerning the fuwas a participant in the aviation meet
ture policy of the government to hasstarted a second time from Moreios
ten the departure south.
for Douglas with his provisions and in progress here.
TO WOMEN

i

HE HAS NO USE FOR METHODS

SPEAKS
IFORNIA

horses last Tuesday or Wednesday.
When last heard from he was within
thirty-fivmiles of Douglas.
Since
then nothing has been heard of him
and fears are felt that he has been
captured by some of "General" Inez
Salazar's command, reported to be
making its way toward the El Tigre
miles southwest of
mine, thirty-fiv-

UnitLos Angeles, Calif., Sept.
ed States Senator William Alden
Smith, of Michigan, and Senator A. U.
Fall, of New Mexico, began here to--j
day their inquiry into rumors and re-- I
ports that American interests, some of
them prominent in development work
in California, have
been financing
and fostering the present revolution
in Mexico. Senator Smith said that
while he was not prepared to make a
statement, his inquiry last w eek at
El Paso had shown an apparent lack
of firmness and decision on the part
of the United States department in
dealing with Mexico's "'inability to protect American citizens.
"We are going to the bottom of the
said
Senator
Mexican situation,"
Smith. "We will probe every angle,
and if Americans have been participating, we will show their relations
with the revolutionists, no matter

f

work of fooling the common people
of the state. There was no grief in
the passing of Bursum or Hubbell as
their brand of politics should have
passed long ago. But the house cleaning amounted to simply a subterfuge
to
the same old crowd in
the same old party in the same old

New Mexico.

j

EITHER

AND

AMERICAN

GIVE TESTIMONY IN LOS ANGELES

CONVENTION ALSO

not as cleverly as it might have been
since every move and every turn in
that frame up is known and was
known in advance and will be dealt
with as the occasion may demand
The Colfax end of the game was
Mr. Charles A. Spiess to sit on the lid
as the republican national committeeman, with Mr. Herbert Clark also of
San Miguel county, as state chairman.
It was planned that Mr. Clark being
now in politics, knowing little or
nothing of the political game of the
shrewd gentlemen who engineered
the deal, would prove an apt tool, that
he would not wake up in time to find
that he was being used and that he
would In time succeed such mn as
H. O. Bursum and Frank A. Hubbell,
after he too, had stood "all the traffic
would bear."
It is always easy to
eliminate men no longer useful.
This is but I brief sidelight on more
that is to come, whereby the men
"higher up" in politics in New Mexico are going to be compelled to play
the game clean, with a decent respect
for the man who toils or they are going to be exposed until the people of
this state will no longer tolerate them
in public life.
The full inside of the republican
convention and Its preliminary frame
up are known. It is up to the gentlemen who seek to pull off the show, to
back up or they are going to be made
to back up and the people of this
state are going to do it. In keynoting
at the Albuquerque convention, it
should have been known to Hon. T. B.
Catron, our United States senator,
that these were the things that the
people of this state expected to hear
discussed and that to ignore them was
a slap in the face to every voter in

$950,411.96
Total
Of this imposing array, the St.
Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific comto
bonded
are
pany holdings alone
the Metropolitan Trust company of
New York City for the immense sum
benifi-cien- t
of $15,000,000, yet under the
management of the Hon. Charles
Springer, Mr. J. H. Van Houten and
their attorneys through the grand old
regime known as the republican party,
the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pa-- ,
cific company, the holding concern,
those immense properties are returned
for taxation at the pitiful . sum of
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Again Reminds You of the Superior
Quality and Large Variety of

All Stomach Distress Quickly

the

Ended With "Pape,s
Diapepsin."

Always the Leader

"Soltaire" fioods.

You don't want a slow remedy when
your stomach is bad or an uncertain
one or a harmful one your stomach
is too valuable; you mustn't injure it
with drastic drugs.
Pape's Diapepsin is noted for its
speed in giving relief; it's harmless-ness- ;
it's certain unfailing action in
regulating sick, sour, gassy stomachs.
It's millions of cures in indigestion,
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
gastritis and other stomdyspepsia,
TICKET8
REGISTER
GIVE
WE
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES.
ach troubles has made it famous the
world over.
Keep this perfect stomach doctor in
your home keep it handy get a
case from any drug
large fifty-cen- t
store and then if anyone should eat
something which doesn't agree with
them; if what they eat lays like lead,
ferments and sours and forms gas;
causes headache, dizziness and nausea; erctations of acid and undigest
ed food remember as soon as Pape's
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Diapepsin comes in contact with the
vanishes,
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages stomach all such distress
ALFALFA SEED.
It's promptness, certainty and ease in
overcoming the worst stomach disorThe only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
ders is a revelation to those who try
it.

GROCERY

WHOLESALEAND RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

Phone Black
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Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

El Toro

OFFICIAL NEWS
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John A. Beall, mounted policeman
of Silver City, yesterday arrested M.
C. Tidwell and Albert Tidwell, father
and son, 50 and 28 years of age, re

i

spectively, on the charge of stealing
a bull. They were bound over to the
grand jury at Silver City and the
case will come up in this term of
the district court.

Wood

J. CRICHTON

R.

NEW DEPUTY MARSHAL.
A. A. Sena, for the past four years
a mounted policeman of New Mexico,
has resigned that office to accept the

Lumber and Coal Yard

post of deputy United States marshal.
He is well known throughout the
state, for he was county clerk of San
Miguel county for six years and in
1909 was clerk of the senate.. He is a
prominent stockraiser.

All Kinds of Building Materials.

Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
yard JJJ Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.

Phone, Red 100

Red 100

EXAM. HELD TODAY.

Phone, Red 100

Three candidates appeared at the
capitol today to take the examination
for state mine inspector.
TWO REQUISITIONS.
Governor McDonald today honored
two requisitions for prisoners.
EQUALIZATION BOARD.
The state board of equalization is
HONORS

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

oal

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

holding an adjourned meeting this afternoon at the capitol. The members
of the board are the governor, the auditor, secretary of state, attorney general and the traveling auditor.

Wood

FACTORY WOOD

SAWED WOOD

NEW COMPANY.

CORD WOOD

Articles of incorporation were filed
in the corporation commissioners' of& Co., to do a
fice by Forstad-Cratgeneral mercantile business at Dexter, Chaves county, naming Charles A.
Crate statutory agent. The company
is capitalized at $25,000, consisting of
It com2,500 shares at $100 each.
mences business with $11,100, the
shareholders bein gCharles A. Crate,
;55; L. C. Crate, 8; James Forstad, 43,
and L. Forstad 5.
STAFF APPOINTMENTS.
The following appointments in the
national guard of New Mexico made
by the governor have just been an
nounced by Adjutant General A. S.
Brookes: To be colonels, Joseph H.
O'Reilly, of Albuquerque; Fay Sperry
of Las Cruces and Felix . Garcia, of
The following assign
Lumberton.
ments to the staff of the commander
in chief are announced:
Colonel
Colonel Joseph H. O'Reilly,
Fay Sperry and Colonel Felix Garcia.

ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S F. Railroad Depot.

Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,

Also

First-Clas-

Phone Main

Hacks, Bosses and Baggage Wagons

s

139

LIVERY RIGS.

S

J.

R. CREATH,

310

San Fracisco St,

SANTA FE, N. M.

Aides-de-cam-

WOODY'S STAGE LINE

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

HONORS REQUISITION.
Governor McDonald has honored the
requisition of Governor Charles F.
Deneen of Illinois, for Harry McKin-ley- ,
wanted on the charge of embezzle-

From
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

La Salle Restaurant'
CHAS, QANN, Prop.

ment and larceny. He also honored the
Telephone II.
requisition of Governor Colquitt of
for Jordon Wooten, now In the
Texas,
Leaves
on
of
Barranca
arrival
the
F.
Store.
Andrews
"Two Doors Below
here. Wooten is
state
penitentiary
the north bound train and arrives at
Regular Meals 25 cents.
wanted on the charge of stealing cat7
m.
Taoe
at
p.
25c
50c
for
and
Rooms
Bent
tle.
Short Orders at All Hoars.
Ten miles shorter than any othsf
PROTECT THE FISH.
Good
coveredhacks
and
way.
good
Game Warden de Baca has gone to
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00 teams. Fare
$5.00 round trip. Teami
Ortiz, Colorado, in reply to a summons
french Noodle Order J 9c. a. dlsn.
furnished commerosl men to take In to
protect the trout in the Pinos
Mew York Chop Susy 60c. the
surrounding totns. Wire Knbude creek. It is alleged that some sheep
men have been letting sheep dip get
into this stream.
Chief Deputy Game Warden Page B.
Otero has returned from the Pecos
river where he looked for a location
to plant a, large number of trout fry
expected to arrive this month.
ALLEGED CATTLE THIEVES.
Mounted Policeman J. A. Beal and
Sheriff Herbert McGrath have arrested M. C. Tidwell in Silver City on the
charge of stealing a bull. They have
been indicted.
DELEGATES NAMED.
On Sale Daily, Until
Governor McDonald has appointed
'delegates to the seventh annual contention of the lakes to the gulf deep
1912.
Sept. 30,
association to be held at
' waterway
Little Rock, Arkansas, Septmbr 24.
IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
jThey are: W. G. Hamilton, Roswell;
Herman Gerhardt, Tucumcari; A. A.
H. H. Kelly, Deming;
Beeman,
BOSTON.
CHICAGO.
$50.35
$85.95 BUFFALO, $69.85 George M.Elida;
Cook, Carlsbad; Ben Craw
NEW YORK, $79.35 SI. LOUIS, $44.35 ST. PAUL, $50.35
ford, Hollene; M. G. .Tixier, Clayton;
Melecio
A. M. Gillespie, Hillsboro;
CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
Apodaca, San Antonio; A. J. Meloche,
WITH THE
Raton: Henry D. Bowman, Las Cruces;
Victor Culberson, Fierro; W. S .Cox,
Silver City; W. E. Cureton, Steeple
Rock; Ralph C. Ely, Deming; Simon
Stern, Albuquerque; A. A. Sedillo, AlEl
via
and
Paso
Pacific
Soothern
and returoinf
C Ki IPHDMIA Goinf
Cipriano Lucero, Cerril-jlos-;
buquerque;
Isame route, or via A, T. & S. F.
John Lee Clark, Albuquerque; J.
IB. Gilchrist, Fierro; W. E. Warren,
LOS ANGELES and SAN DIEGO,
SAN FRANCISCO,
lAlamogordo; David Tulloch, Silver
City; L. Bradford Prince, Santa Fe;
J. M. Bowman, Alamogordo.
For further information address Eugene Fox, Gen'l PasThe governor also appointed delesenger Agt. E. P. & S. W. System, El Paso, Texas, or
gates to the national association of
which
conservation commissioners
II. A. COOMER, General Manager N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE, N. At
meets in Indianapolis, Ind., October 1.
They are: N. S. West, Hagerman; T.
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GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
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$46.90

$55.90
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COURT MATTERS
AT ESTANCIA
MN.
Captain Fred
New Mexico Mounted Police,
has been a visitor in this vicinity

Estatncia,

-

Fornoff,

for the past few days. It is presumed
"SSBIBrtw
that he is working up evidence for
the grand Jury at the September term
of court which sits here beginning
Monday, the 16th inst.
A number of important and interesting cases are docketed and will
probably be called at this term of
court. Among these are the case
against J. J. White, the potato king of
Mountainair, who was one of the
)
democratic candidates before the
out
of
in
this
fall
last
county
people
which candidacy this case grew, it
relating to the campaign assessments
on the nominees for the county offices; the perjury case against Candido
Padilla who is a prominent republican leader in this county; the retrial of the robbery case against LazaS
ro Cordova and others; W. S. Strick-le- r
vs. W. S. Hopewell and others;
and the two suits, W. S. Hopewell vs.
1
MfelMla
1
C. J. Amble; and the County Com
niT
missioners of Torrance County and C. f
same
F. Easley, Receiver, vs. the
These last two suits are
parties.
the big cases growing out of the recent sale of the lands of the New
Mexico Fuel & Iron Co. and W. S.
Hopewell for delinquent taxes and
will be watched with grea't interest
WOOD-DAVI- S
by many parties.
""foes
As the season draws to a close big
If
crops are assured. There will be in
Hardware, We Have
cars
the neighborhood of seventy-fivot potatoes ana somewnere near one
hundred cars of beans and the merchants of the valley are making ing beside him.
plans to market this big lot of stuff.
The marshal was led to get into the
The farmers all feel pretty good over
"aueens up" and
the season's results although the out game by hearing and
"give me three
look for anything more than moder- "I've got kings up''
r : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
other exseveral
and
cards,
please!"
not
is
very
ate prices for the product
unsanctimon-iou- s
sounded
which
pressions
good. But the big yield will make
for a Sunday evening for a resiup for the low prices.
within a few hundred yards of
Mrs. Lila Carlin Moore, a national dence
of
All
the plaza. "I just' guess I'd better
a
C.
T.
U..
W.
gave
the
for
organizer
And
marshal.
the
'call'
'em,''
thought
cnurcn
Ale
recital at the Methodist
He won the "jack pot" in
at- he did.
night which was very well
were found six youths, aged 14 Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave
tended. She will lecture again Satur- which
to 18; 24 decks of cards, and 200 to
on
and
same
the
at
place
day night
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
300 poker
chips regulation size.
Sunday night there will be a union
a
ammunition
for
pretty
"Enough
an
make
will
meeting at which she
the officers of
address as will also several of the Ecod game" chuckled
the law. Then the poker players were
local clergy.
marched off, three of a kind to jail,
The fall term of school will com-- ' to
dream about "the deuce to pay.7
C
Mr.
with
mence Monday, the 16th,
But
they were let off this morning
as
S. Cramer of Tucumcari,
principal
a steam reprimand.
Mr. Cramer has come to us exceed with
Said Mayor Lopez of the raid:
iPKly well recommended and a suo
cessful school year is confidently look "These fellows are beginning rather
I thinK
early entirely too early.
ed for by all.
they will fare worse if they are caught
again."
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Majestic Range

gives more

tot water, with.
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Ample hot water for both
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Umiiies are adding it to
their tomes.
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Why Import Mineral Water ?
Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
Kinds
Soda,
Special Hijrji Ball Ginger

ti-da- y

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER

FOUR MORE
ARE INDICTED

e

THE STAR BARN
FIRST-CLAS-

Muirhead, Tucumcari; Graham
Bryant, Portales; C. W. Williams,
Magdalena; William C. Liller,
tesia; F. H. Winston, Fairview; H. W.
Albuquerque; L. C. Hill, Dawson; Oscar Snow, Las Cruces; Frank P. Jones,
Silver City; Arthur Seligman, Santa
Fe; W. A. Fleming Jones, Las Cruces;
J. D. Tinsley, Albuquerque; A. A.
Jones, Las Vegas, and Arthur G. Ring-land- ,
Albuquerque.
A.

The Little Store

Phone.
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FOUR

MORE ARE 12

The grand jury has returned four
more indictments. They are:
JOBe Santos Oritz, for assault with
deadly weapon. He was arraigned
before Judge E. C. Abbott and plead
"not guilty."
Jose Pacheco, assault with deadly
He. was arraigned ana enweapon.
tered plea of "not guilty."
Mateo Alarid, for larceny from the
person. He plead "guilty, ' Dut sentence has not been pronounced. This
was an unusual case involving the
picking up of some $14 in currency
which fell out of a man's pocket in a
saloon.
Miguel Sandoval, for larceny. De- fendant was arraigned, entered plea
of "guilty" and was given a suspend- ed sentence of not less than six
nor more than twelve months.
He
O. E. McClain.ffor forgery.
entered plea of! "not guilty." The
case is now being heard. McClain
was formerly an employe under Territorial Engineer C. D. Miller. Judge
M. S. Baker is defending him.
Catarino Cortinas, who was indicted for wife abandonment was discharged on the plea of his wife, after
he had paid the costs into court.
"CALLED"
"STRAIGHT FLUSH."
Six youths of Santa Fe, whose
names could not be ascertained today
as no charge was filed against them,
broke all poker records last night by
when they
displaying a straight Sush
were suddenly "called ' by Marshal
Gomez, with Policeman Baca standWHEN

It is
Work foi the New Mexican.
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state
HOW'S THIS7
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re-

ward for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations
mde by his firm.

ct.ipation.

S. G. BUFF ORPINGTOUS
A

Number of

Thoroughbred Cockerels
For

fiille Bt

$1.50 to $3.00
ROOSTERS ONE YEAR OLDI

$3.00 to $5.00

Charles

A. Wheelon

PHONE

204

J

JULIUS MURALTER

WHY IT SUCCEEDS
Because It's For One Thing Only, and
Santa Fe People Appreciate This.
Nothing can be good for everything.

Doing one thing well brings success. .
Doan's Kidney Pills are for one
thing only.
For weak or disordered kidneys.
Here is Santa Fe evidence to prove
their, worth.
Albino Ortega, College St., Santa
Fe,' N. Mex., says:' "For several
years I had trouble from my back and
It was hard for me to
kidneys.
work, owing to pains in my loins and
a sudden movement eggravated my
trouble. My rest was disturbed by a
too frequent desire to void the kidney
secretions and the passages were
scanty and painful. Public statements
given by local people who had used
Doan's Kidney Pills with effect, inI found reduced me to try them.
lief at once and after I bed finished
the contents of one box, my back was
free from pain. My kidneys are now
normal and I feel better in every
way."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo,
New York, dole agents for the United
States.
Remember Che name Doan's and
take no other.

OF COMMERCE,

Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
sent free. Price 75
Testimonials
cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug-gists,
Take Hall's Family Pills for con- -

MARSHAL

6 HAD

BANK

NATIONAL

orders at

CO.
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N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
ODS,

Electricity plays a most impo-

rtant part.
be amazed

grandfather would
at the radiance of the
why all this light? To
The

mod-home-a- nd

ern
make
make the home more homelike-r-ton
earth
the home the most pleasant spot
Good
children.
and
light
for father, mother
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.
o

FOW
N

OTHING

IS QUITE SO CONVEN

IENT as to touch

the button and

your stove is ready to cook your
Iron ready to use, your toasted
vacuready for the hurried breakfast, your
washer
um cleaner ready for the fray, your
cool the heatready to cleanse, fan ready to
do
will
every thing
ed rooms. Electricity
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
full inforday aad n'ghf Estimates and
mation cheeerf ully given.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

The Tailor
Will clean, press repair

or alter Ladies and
Gents' Garments at
reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'
and Gents' Custom
Made Suits, Overcoats,

Skirts or Riding Suits.
Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in seme of the largest
cities in Europe and America.
101

Washington Avenue.
"PhoneLBUck 22J.

Goods Called for and Delivered.

Rooms With Bath,

....

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

THE ALBANY HOTEL
This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
dayf Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
-- Proof Annex, every room with bath..

1
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Sasner, J. L. Greenwood, Lee O. Lester, Ira O. Wetmoro, J. W. Dexter,
Lee W. Russell, C. H. lion, R. L.
.Miller, A. W. Sloss, Carl R. Peugh, E.
L. Betts, R. Mo.Clughan,
Alex A.
Smith, R. H. Case and Jos. L.
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THE CAPITAL TAILOR
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PROFESSIONAL CARDS
THEODORE
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

ROOSEVELT

Rose-boroug-

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Sept. 1C Nathan Giff, looking the Hudson, lie said he had
attorney and Counselor at Law.
a manufacturer of boys' clothing and no money, but the residence was finWILL BE IN
Mrs. K. A. Chandler who has been
Kooms
treasurer of two silk manufacturing ished in a way which allowed expense
in Indianapolis for same time
visiting
Bank
Ofty
.Capital
Building.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.,
concerns, who committed suicide at did not stand In the way. He kept returned to Deming today.
clothes-lSanta Fe, New Mexico
his downtown office Monday, took a touring car and the local tradesmen
W. W. Reece returned from a busiSeptember 18th, 1912.
Assistant District Attorney, First
poison because he sew failure of the found the fami'y good customers and ness trip to Pennsylvania.
Judicial
District.
two companies was a matter of hours never worried over any bills. There
Por this occasion the Santa Fe
Three troops, N. L. & I, Ninth
and he believed his f 100,000 life in-- , were usually paid in checks by his
will sell tickets to Albuquerque
at
in
three
arrived
D.
HARRY
Deming
Cavalry,
MOULTON,
surance might be enough to satisfy his wife who, it is understood, held the o'clock
and
return atone and one-fif- th
.
remained
here
and
Attorney-at-Lawyesterday
bills. That is the statement made by purse strings.
fare for the round trip from all
until 6 o'clock. The troops were in
New
Mexico.
Santa
Fe,
Can Pawn Only Union Tools.
his lawyer in a declaration to the
command of Major Lit.tlebrant and are
points in New Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
A new ruling put into effect today enroute from Ft. D. A. RusBell
creditors. Petitions of bankruptcy
to Laud Claims and Contests a
Specialty
were filed yesterday against both by members of the New York Pawn- Douglas, Arizona.
$4.15 FROM SANTA FE
brokers' Association provides that
companies
EASLEY
&
Dates of Sale, Sept. I7ih and 18th
EA3LEY,
Mr. Gift's own business had been hereafter when any mechanic brings
.
F.
R.
Chas.
Chas.
Easley,
Eatley,
LAUT
AGNES
to
had
said
MISS
he
must
guar- ir a set of tools
Return Limit, Sept. 19th.
pledge he
good, but his lawyer
aw.
Attorneys-at-- '
s
of his debts of show his union card.
anteed
- - AGENT.
AT
SPEAK
TO
S.
H.
LUTZ,
in
Practice
the
and
Courts
befora
A Priest Sued for Mass Fee.
the two concerns of which he was
Land
Department.
much
used
LUNCHEON
Rotailor-mad- e
in
he
and
a
For
up
that
the
time
treasurer
first
Brooklyn
Land grants and titles examined,
capital required in his own business, man Catholic priest sued for and won
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Eaten- mass.
In. the bankruptcy petition it is said fees for a requiem
Father
Miss Agues C. Laut, the noted mag
IS THE TIME
cla, N. M.
jthat the Insurance will just settle with Taaffe of St. Patrick Church was azine writer and author, who Is now
the creditors of both concerns in full. granted $;12.G3 by Justice Callaghan.
in
Fe
and
Santa
gathering
visiting
Porch,
"See that woman?" said a picture material for several new articles HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVERKilled with acid by Jilted Girl.
TISE?
Screams coming from a park in show usher, pointing to a patron which will appear in the Saturday
and Lawn Sets, Swings
Tell your story to
Brooklyn late last night attracked a who had just taken a Beat. "She has Evening Post and other magazines, is
2,000,000 Readers 'or
crowd to a scheduled bench, were a a queer job . She's a spotter for the an enthusiastic Santa Fe booster.
AwningsandScreensmade
Twelve Dollars.
man with hi' hands pressed to his advertising people who furnish the
What Miss Laut's articles mean to
to order by one who knows
advert!
eyes moaned that a woman had slides that are thrown on the screen Santa Fe can hardly be estimated in We will place your
Sun25
ment
in
Ladders
leading newspapers'
thrown acid into his face. The police between pictures. She goes around dollars and cents. For instance she
how.
arrested a girl who gave her name as to all the shows where advertisers told Secretary Harris of the chamber day issue, for $12 per insertion. DeTailor-mad- e
scriptive circular FREE.
Esther Capatan, and led her to tne have contracts, and checks up, to see of commerce that after the article on
park bench, but the men's eyes were that all the slides are being exhibited. Santa Fe, which appeared some time THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
AGENCY,
so badly burnt that he could not see
Wonder if the outdoor moving pictin the Saturday Evening Post,
Taos, New Mexico.
her. Soon he became unconscious and ure people farther west are looking ago
on
an
received
Post
the
average
that
104Galisteo
died before one ambulance arrived. after the comfort of their patrons as of 1000
inquiries a week for six weeks.
-- UME
157 W. :: SANTA FE, N. M
W.
DR.
BROWN,
The girl said she knew the man as carefully as some of those in New
Telephone
On her present visit Miss Laut will
Dentist.
Samuel Kaplan and that he had taken York. At many of the "airdomes"
material for ten or eleven arOver Spitz Jewelry Store.
all her money under faithless prom- - straw cushions are provided free of gather some of which will be devoted
ticles,
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Ises of marriage. She said he was charge tot people who want them, in
Fe.
to
Santa
especially
Phone Red 8.
one of a group of swindlers wanted in order that the discomfort of a couple
A. E.
a
Secretary Harris has arranged
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Chicago. Although she insisted that o; hours on a hard slatted bench may
And by Appointment.
he had taken the acid himself, after bj alleviated. The proprietors say special luncheon at the Palace hotel
for a week from today at which Miss
trying to force her to drink it, she their percentage of thin customers Laut
will deliver an address, of sufwas locked up on a homicide charge. has visibly increased.
dvnamic power not only to
ficient
M. DIAZ,
DR.
Pasteur Treatment to Cure Fright.
wake up all the business men of
DON GASPAR
of
th
city hospital today DEMING MEN
Surgeons
Santa Fe, but make them arise and RESIDENCE,
gave to Assunta Gazi, 1G years old,
AVE
"All Go :ds at Right Prices"
walk.
the first innoculation of a Pastuer
to
Red
her
220
Miss Laut expressed
Phone,
delight
treatment intended to cure a disease
Clolhes.-S- ee
Never Mind About the Ready-Mad- e
IS THE MOTTO OF
the Capital Tailor.
WEST SIDE PLAZA
Deming, N. M., Sept. 11. At a meet- see a chamber of commerce here
OFFICE,
hydrophobophomia,
purely mental
misswas
Bhe
noticed
men
eBtate
the
real
of
an
last
organization
night
the fear of hydrophobia. The young ing
an exchange was organi- ing on her last visit to the city.
of
Phone, 237 Black
woman, except for nervous shock, is in zed Deming
cerof
the
for
correcting
purpose
luncheon
the
Monday,
for
Tickets
that
conviction
OFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P, M.
perfect health, y t her
have grown up in September 2,'lrd, are on sale at the
she is suffering as the result of a bite tain abuses that state
that the real chamber of commerce office. The
the disorganized
by a mad dog is so strong her physi estate business has been hi.
The Palace hotel has promised to give L. F.
MEXICO
to
it
give
MURRAY, M. D.,
necessary
cians have found
of organization is to first provide more than 50 cents worth of food and
plan
conto
SQUARE DEAL TO ALL
her the full Pastuer treatment
PHYSICIAN
and SURGEON,
exclusive listing, to bring about a Miss Laut will use several hundred
vince her that she will recover. If better understanding
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
between the
Francisco
she were not treated exactly as a per- people engaged In the real estate busi- dollars' worth of dynamite. Every bus-a Cation Block, Palace Ave., next 309
door to Wells Fargo Ex.
'TreWesiFcin of the Southwest.'
son actually afflicted with hydropho- ness in Deming, to investigate in a iness man is invited to arrange for
luncheon.
bia would b' treated it is believed systematic manner conditions in the seat at that
PHONE 233.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Ranked as "Distinguished
Residence Palace Hotel.
she would die from fright.
such as the price of developvalley,
of tne Interior,
Department
THE
68
OF
COURT
Main
DISTRICT
Phone
"
THE
Institution by the U. S.
Saved General Sickles's Relics.
ing water on lands, the products for IN UNITED
DISU.
S.
Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Land
THE
FOR
STATES
Gen. Daniel E. Sickles will not be which certain soils are best adapted,
War Department.
MEXICO.
Aug. 22, 1912.
NEW
PUBLICATION.
OF
FOR
NOTICE
TRICT
the
inforof
of
and in fact to amass a body
obliged to part with his relics
Notice
is hereby given that Jose P.
Located In the beautiful Pecos
o
Plaintiff,
America,
of
the
States
United
Interior,
Department
Civil War, which were to have been mation which will be of use to investValley, 3, 700 feet above sea level,
No. 119.
vs.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. Gonziiles of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
The exchange
sold at auction Friday to satisfy a ors and homeseekers.
sunshine every day. ODen air
and
April 1, 1907, made homestead entry,
Water
Forest.
Storage
Pecos
American
Valley
August 15, 1912.
plug-gerLinall
also
eliminate
will
work throughout thti entire sesjudgment of $8,000 held by the
No. I0i'fi(ll-0407for NE
Section
Defendant.
Ramon
that
is
Notice
Company,
hereby
given
uniIrrigation
a
to
sion.
reduce commissions
Conditions for physical
coln Trust Company. Daniel P. Hays,
3!., Township 19 North. Range 10 East,
In
New
from
the
who,
of
Mexico,
complaint
Pecos,
It
appearing
and mental development are
Quintana
lawve announced last form scale, and in other ways raise
tho
cause that the same on August 28, 1907. made Homestead New Mex. Piin. Meridian, has filed
IDEAL such as cannot be found
to satisfy the the standards of the real estate busi- the above entitled
the
money
r
that
notice of intention to make
renight
purpose
of
SW
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Since we must wear
et
us wear the kind that

look as if they were made
for us,Store Clothes are
all right for people who "dont
care"but it is certainly more
economical even for the "dont

care" man to have a
suit because it will last
longer, fit better and look
more like prosperity than
"the ready" made brand.
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FOLLOWING

ARE A FEW ARTICLES THAT CAUGHT OUR EYE AS WE GLANCED
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BEAUTIFUL EMBROIDERY DRESS PATTERNS.

tine Marquisette full widths six yards to the

:

Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Ortiz, Pedro Ortiz y Pino,
Agustine Montoya, Estanislado Pena,
aU of Galisteo, N. M.

SUMMER TOURIST RATES

MANUEL

TO

$8, $11, $4.35, $6
PANAMA AND VOILE DRESS SKIRTS.

Just a few

of the very best quality all wool Voiles and Panamas,
$6, $10 and $12, Now
$3( $6
YOUNH NEN'S OVERCOATS.

It will pay you boys to buy It now fop you will need It in another
week op two. Klrschbaum all pure wool, Presto collar, medium
length ulster that should keep you warm and snug
...$10, $5
BIGGEST BARGAINS IN UMBRELLAS.

An article we all need but seldom can find. You can now get two
and have one at both ends of the line for what you been paying
for one.
High Grade Gloria Silks best made at any price, $2.50 and $3.. .,$1.50
Another lot fully guaranteed same make, $1.50, $2
$1
Third assortment best values ever known, 75c and $1
45c

10 and 15c grades
Niagara made high grade
Best wired hair ribbons 35c grades

i

5c
5c

71--

A FEW HIGH GRADE SWITCHES
3 oz. 26

...20c
$3.50

to

New Mexico

$1-6-

$2,

now. .85c

EDISON PHONOGRAPH.

The new machine playing either the two or four minute records, reg$12.50
ular price at dealers $22.50, will let you carry It off for
STANDARD COPYRIGHT BOOKS

dozen or so from well known authors such as Mrs. Holmes or
that originally sold for $1.50 to close at
One Alcott set regular price anywhere $12.50
Little Colonel series, regular price $1.50
A

Albuquerque,

$4,

$2.10

now

Other values that run from $2.75 to $3.25
Third grade all fully guaranteed best value ever shown
ONE LONELY

A little want ad costs but a few
cents and brings wonderful results
when published' in the New Mexican.
Try one.

LEFT.

inches long high grade human hair values from

R. OTERO,

Register.

The biggest stock to pick from in the state. Pay you to lay in a
5c
year's supply at these prices, values that were 7c, 10c and 15c
5c
Linnen Torchons, 10, 121-- 2 and 15c grades
5 and 10c
Cotton Clunies, 10, 15 and 25c grades
RIBBONS AT PRICES TO URGE YOU TO TAKE THE WHOLE LOT.
Baby ribbons that were 2 yards for 5c to close at 10 yards

4

1912.

LACES AND EMBROIDERIES

KIMONAS.

Long Kimonai very high grade finely made and finished. .$3.00. .$1.60
Short Klmona Sacks, Nice Flannelette
65c 35c

Just few left
Pattern

4

1-- 4

4

2

4

2

2

have never before in the old town's history had
a feast bargains as they 'have had at our GOING OUT OF
PRICES during the last week. Some of our best friends came in a
Iitte skeptical, but timidly asked, " ARE
REALLY
QUIT?"
To all such inquiries we simply had to refer them to the prices we are making to
fully convince them. These prices are not on one or two catch articles, but on our
ENTIRE LINE ot the highest grade of merchandise that we could find in the
kets of the country. Many lines are badly broken already, but. remember this sale
will last as long as there is anything left. The sooner we close out the better it will

THE

1-- 4

South-wort- h

25c
$7.50
$1.00

W. N.TOWNSEND & CO.

All Stations East and West
FROM

,

Stations on the DenverJ& Rio Grande
IN EFFECT

EMANCIPATION

June 1st to Septembei 30th

CELEBRATION
5EPT. 23rd, 1912

Return Limit, October 31st

$4.15

For the Round Trip,
From Santa Fe, N. M.

One and one-fift- h
fare for the
round trip from all points in New
Mexico, aouth of La Vegas.
Dates of sale, Sept 22d and 23d.
Return limit Sept. 24th, 1912.

H. S. LUTZ.

Santa Fe. N. M.

Liberal Stopovers.
For information as to rates, reservations,
etc., call on or write to any D. & R. Q. Agent or
W. D. Shea, T. F. & P. A., Santa Fe.

MONDAY, SEPT. 16, 1912.
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Chronic Ulcers Mean Bad Blood

PORTING

If outside influences were responsible for chronic ulcers, then external applications and simple cleanliness would be a curative treatment.
But the trouble is always in the blood which has become unhealthy and
diseased, and keeps the sore open by continually discharging iuto it the
1
4
0
impurities and infectious matter with which the circulation is filled.
Philadelphia
Batteries: Fromme and Severoid; Salves, washes, lotions, etc.', may cause the place to scab over temporarily,
but the blood is not made purer by such treatment
Rixey, Mayor, Finneran and Killifer.
and soon the old. inflammation and discharge will
return and the sore be as bad or worse than before.
NATIONAL.
Nor will removing the place by surgical operation
York.
New
at
Chicago
insure a cure; the cause still remains in the blood
Pittsburg at Brooklyn.
and the sore is bound to return. S. S. S. heals old
Cincinnati at Philadelphia, 2 games.
sores by going down into the .blood and removing
St. Louis at Boston.
the impurities and germs which are responsible for
AMERICAN.
the place. S. S. S. thoroughly purifies the circulaPhiladelphia at Cleveland.
tion and in this way destroys the source of every
chronic ulcer. In addition to Durifvinsr the blood
S. S, S. enriches this vital fluid aud in every way assists nature in over- HORSE PLAGUE
coming the bad effects of a chronic ulcer. Book on Sores and Ulcers and
IS ON WANE any medical advice free. nE SWJpT SPECIFIC CO ATLANTA, CA.

Johnson is some cook too. One of
the things that gives pleasure to the
champion is to invite a party of
friends to his Wabash Avenue home
in Chicago for a" spread"
ZIMMERMAN AT BAT.
"Come on out," says Johnson in his
Baseball men are of the opinion
"I'm go'ng to cook up
invitation;
that Heinle Zimmerman of the Chica- something for you."
in
is
Cubs
a
class
go
by himself when
suit "am" those southern
His
it comes free, easy batting of the ball. biscuitslong
which he can make to suit
.0
- '
,They declare there is no player in the king's taste.
either league who hits with the free- . Did J'ou ever see Jack Jonhson eat?
dom of action that the We"-Sidyou didn't jott nrissed sdme;
third "baseman does. " They add there tett,'1f
for he can go some there too.
thing,
are men who bat a heartily at time The
champion 'way. not pdsaes the ap
but not so consistently and gracefully
me that Joe Rodgera the wre8t,er,
as he Cub lnflelder. His style is notowng
but Jack lg good enough t0 be
Topeka, Kans., Sept. 16. Not so
imuaicu ujr any uiuur player anu awarded second place.
new cases of the horse plague in
many
there is no individual who stands at
There was a time when Jack found already infected territory were reportthe plate with less fear.
it hard to satisfy that appetite. That ed to J. H. Mercer, state live stock
Pitchers have tried to drive Zim- was when he
first went to Chicago sanitary commissioner, today, but two
merman away from the plate by shootabout
thirteen
years ago. He found counties appeared with well defined
ing the first and second balls di- it. the hardest kind of a job to close cases. Jefferson county reported ten
rectly at his head. But not an inch his big mitts over a piece of money. or twelve deaths and Atchison and
would he shirk. Pegging at his head
You should have seen Johnson then. Douglas counties reported four caBes
only has a tendency to arouse his Ire "When I managed to save up a nickel each today. No deaths were recorded
and he steps into the following bend- I went to the saloon to dine, because in either of the two new counties to
ers with more determination. Zim- I
got a crack at the free lunch," said day, the disease just appearing yestermerman will stand at the plate and Jack
recently. "I'd buy r. beer and let day.
dodge a wild thrown ball close to his it ride on the bar until I made enough
From the extreme western part of
head. Then he will walk up on the visits to the lunch counter to make the state and from nothern Kansas
next ball pitched and swing viciously me feel like I'd eaten
came reports today of fewer new cases
something."
to show the opposing pitcher that he
among horses and a far less number
has not scared him a bit. That is a
of deaths among those infected and
common occurrence with him.
urged
GAMES. sick. The preventive treatment
Zimmerman wields a bat easier
upon all farmers by the veterinarians
than any other man In the game and
appears to be reducing the virulency
NATIONAL.
nf the disease materially. While it
he can swing it' faster. He does not
R. H. E.
At Boston
,nakeg tne norges very sick, they do
ball
at
the
his
motion
change
meeting
8 9 0 not
Boston
get down and they are able to
and
a
at any time, batting
slow, fast
.. ..
;.4 8 4 swallow the oil and turpentine given
curve ball with the same swing. He St. Louis..
Rari-den- ;
Battries: Tyler, Dickson and
them. Those drugs appear to countercan do this because he is an excellent
Burke and act the effect of the poisonous virus
Merritt,
Woodburn,
d
demonstat-eas
he has
Judge of speed,
or bacteria 'which :s causing the distime and again when the twirlers Snyder.
R. H. E. ease.
At Brooklyn
endeavor to baffle him with a slow
1
4
1
Mr. Mercer had reports from nearly
twister. What makes his work at the Brooklyn
3 0
2
Kansas counties today. Most
Pittsburg
twenty
plate so graceful is the fact that he
Knetzer and Miller; Robin- - of them were in the worst infected terRagon,
does not swing the bat with a stiff son and Gibson.
ritory of the state. The reports indiarm as most players do. There is
R. H. E. cated less number of cases and the
At New York
absolutely no jerk to his action of hit- New York
3 6 2 cases
appearing were aided by treat4 10 0 ment.
ting and there lies his success.
Chicago
Batteries: Mathewson and Wilson;
"I believe we are getting the disTWENTY RECRUITS.
ease under control now," said Mr.
Lavender, Reulbach and Archer.
Not in years have the Phillies lined At Philadelphia (2nd game) R. H. E. Mercer, "It looks that way now. I be0 5 1 lieve the whole trouble was In the pasup so many recruits as they have Philadelphia .
in hand at present.
1 6 0 tures.
When we got the horses up
Cincinnati
President Fogel has had his scouts
Alexander, Moore and Dooin; Ben- and treated them before they were takscour the country for all the prom- ton and Clarke.
en sick the disease was checked. The
ising material. He has succeded in
At Philadelphia (1st game) R. H. E. use of the preventive treatment early
6 13 1 reduced the power of the
virus or
bringing to Philadelphia about 20 re- Cincinnati
cruits, and these will be given trials
from now until the end of the season.
Manager Dooin does not expect to
obtain many stars from the bunch he
has under inspection, but from the
reputation each man has he hopes
tone or two can be called.
Among the recruits are no less than
12 pitchers, and each comes to Philadelphia with the endorsement of a
reliable scout.
Undoubtedly each man recommend- ea nas shown tne scout something.
At any rate, these recruits have made
good beyond a doubt with their minor league connections.

BASEBALL

e

TODAY'S

(SSS)

HOW HE FELT.
afJoe Rivers was broken-hearteter his last fight and burst into tears
while the interviewers were talking
to him in his dressing room.
"I haven't any excuse to offer. I
lost fairly. For some reason I hadn't
the speed that I had in other lights. 1
I don't know wha
wasn't mysel.
was the matter with me. After thf
fifth round my neck became stiff and
I couldn't turn
my head. Mandot
never really hurt me once."
Joe Levy, his manager, said:
"I can't imagine what was the matter with Joe. As far as I know he
He made the
trained faithfully.
weight easily. It's like a ball player Sometimes he can pitch; sometimes he can't. There seems to be
no reason for the difference.
I never saw Joe fight a poorer
fight. I held him back for the first
An echo of the Jeffries-Johnsofew rounds; then I sent him in. The
crowd thought I was holding him back scrap, and what happened to Lawlong after I had sent him to do his rence Evart, who was three thousand
best. He just wasn't there, and that's miles
away from Reno.
all you can say.
"The next times the white race
"I hope and expect that Mandot will
give us a return fight. Joe has al- mingles with our colored brother in a
ways been willing to give any of his passage at arms such as .the late unopponents a secona chance; why pleasantness at Reno," quoth Lawshouldn't Joe have one? In spite of rence
Evart, the leading man of the
the events of the day, I don't consider
Mandot a hard 'joy for Joe to beat in
ordinary circumstances. I am willing to match Rivers with any light- SNEAD DOES NOT
weight in the world."

writer, at

Genoa.

PJ Colonist

Socorro, N. M., Sept. 10, 1912.
Hon. Benjamin M. nead,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Re yours
My Dear Mr. Read:
oi the 4th Inst, received this morning. I enclose my check for $15 to
cover cost of your Illustrated History
of New Mexico. I owe you an apology
for not having given same more

J2j

Rates
One Way

SECOLD CLASS TICKETS,

prompt attention. I have been quite
busy and absent from home about
s
of the time for the past
four months, to Mogollon and out on
the range; nave no stenographer and
am a very poor writer. 1 assure you
that it is a pleasure for me to take
this book and I consider it one of the
most useful and reliable products of
literature on New Mexico history.
With kind regards, I am very truly
yours.

TO

CALIFORNIA

There are four things that Jack
Johnson likes better than anything
else in the world. They are automobile speeding, cooking, eating and
playing the bass violin. Of course he
has some fancy for fighting, but swapping punches is secondary with the
negro champion when the others are
taken into consideration.
Every one Knows wnat a motor
Johnson Is. His record for;
"pinched" for speeding makes
him a world's champion in that res- pect as well as in the pugilistic line,

j

i

CU AE
W.UJJ

PORTLAND.ORE. AND
THE NORTHWEST

Dates of sale, Sept. 25th to
October 10th, 1912.
s
allowed.
Remember the Low Summer
Tourist rates to California and return In effect until Sept. 30th, 1912.

H. O. BURSUM.

,

Doctor Pierce's .Golden Medical Discovery

Disis due to its effect on the stomach and organs of digestion and nutrition.
A bilious spell
eases that begin in the stomach are cured through the stomach.
is simply the result of an effort made by the liver to catch up when
I have found the ' Discovery to be unsurpassed as a liver regnd exhausted.
ulator and rich
Miss Lottie Kxiselt of Perth. Kansas, gav?: "I will here add my testimony
of the effectiveness of your remedy nixm myself. I was troubled with indigestion
lWw.trtr.v1
tlirrwi rliil'nivmt. r1iirtira twsiflps tnklnff mimrr- for two veara nr mnre
ous kinds of
stomach cures' but received no permanent relief. 1 was run
down, could not sleep at night with the psiin in my chest, caused by gas on the stomach. Was weak, could eat scarcely anything although I was hungry nearly all the
time. About one year and a half ago I'bejrnn taking your ' Golden Medical Discovery,' and after having taken several bottles am nearly enred of stomach trouble.
Can now eat without distress and have gulned fifteen pounds in weight.
I thank yon for your remedy and wish you all success in your good work.
over-work-

blood-maker-

."

Ba

The Store With a Conscience
PHONE 262.

32nd ANNUAL
New Mexico State Fair
ALBUQUERQUE.
October 7, 8, 9,

10,

II,

1912.

12,

BIQ PREMIUMS FOR

A Want Ad. in the New Mexican
sees more people in one day than you
can see in a month. Try one.

H. S. LUTZ

Stock

Love

AND

,

Stop-over-

Poultry Exhibits

Santa Fe. N.M.

FRANK A. STORTZ

D. K. B. SELLERS,
President.

Secretary.

JL
VMM

jm.

JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor.

COLORADO SALOON

FIRST STATE FAIR,

i

N. M.

Albuquerque,

aSlSf. OCTOBER 7th
One Fare for the Round Trip From

To 12th,!
Points in

AH

A

New Mexico to Albuquerque.

$3.45

FROM SANTA FE, N. M.

"Beverly" company at the Elks' theatre Tuesday night. "I'm going to
seek a lodge in some vast wilderness
until the smoke of battle blows away.
I was stopping at a Sea
Bright, N. J.,
hotel, and we learned the result of the
'fight while dinner was going on. The
orchestra was playing the usual dulcet
strains to the accompaniment of knifo
and fork chorus, when a
party, gobbling away industriously
bald-heade- d

near the kitchen door, was slightly came to his assistance.- It took all
surprised at being pasted in the ear the police force of Sea Bright to quell
This the insurrection, and before the battle
with a bowl of
contretemps caused the rest of the ended that dining room looked like
diners to look up In time to see an the last days of Pompeii. It seems the
hate Italian chef pursuing a colored chef's party bet on Jeffries, and the
-

waiter down the dining room with a
carving knife in one hand, and a leg
o mutton in the other.
Then, of
course, the other waiters joined in
assistants
the fray, and the chef

He referred
grown wealthy in the cattle business pany he represents.
in the southwest, and the possibility briefly, to the upbuilding of certain
of bringing out a story of romance gerat cities and told how EI Paso and

A feature ' of the
luncheon of the Santa Fe chamber of
commerce held today at the Palace
hotel was the address of cheer delivered by E. E. Perrenot, a business
man who has resided in this city for
several months. Mr. Perrenot complimented the organization on the efforts put forth to improve civic conditions.
State Senator E. C. Crampton, of
Raton, spoke briefly on the progress
he has noted in the capital and wished the people! of Santa Fe untold good
in the future.
While the merchants of the city
were conspicuous by their absence,
the luncheon was attended' by 25 or
more men who made up In enthusiasm
what was lacked in attendance.
was a
address
Mr. Perrenot'B
lengthy one, and much of it was devoted to boosting the casualty com

Many new attractions

Denver have grown rapidly through
its' clever advertising and its wideawake business men.
He added: "The future, if I might
say, the ultimate destiny of-- any community is dependent alone on its
natural resources. But that destiny
can be hastened by proper and legitimate presentation of those resources
to the world at large by a body organized for that purpose and whose
sole and unselfish aim is to acquaint
the outside public itli the facts that
the advantages for! which it may be
looking are to be found here."

sons of Ham, of course, took the
Johnson end. Therefore, when the
next chocolate and vanilla skirmish
takes place, I retire to a hole, and pull
the hole in after me."

Return Limit, Oct. 14th, 1912
Dates of Sale Oct. 4th to 12th.
Remember the Low Summer Tourist Rates to California on sale Daily
Until September

H. S. LUTZ,

&

PRODUCT

EXPOSITION

Oct. 1st to 4th, 1912

$17..75

WILLIAM FARAII

EMIL MIGNARDOT

Santa Fe, New

Agent.

Fine

Imported

and

1912.

;.,f

H. S. LUTZ,

Ajent

AND CIGARS

Capital Bar

GREGG & COLE, Props.

An Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of
Lemp's Beer will kill your

thirst!

Mil

Wine will

A Ulass of California

put blood in your veins

1

A Drink of Old Taylor

Whiskey
will make you forget your
troubles I

255 San Francisco St.

.

Phone

23fW

Cycle
Pope Motor
Power
4
ITorse

PRICE, $165,00
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With Imported Magneto.
without a doubt with trouble

A'Motoroycle

left at the factory.

Vs."

v
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.? Santa Fe, N. M.

Mex.

Wines, Liquors

Domestic

THE

For the round trip from Santa Fe IN. M.
One first class fare for the round
trip from all point in New Mexico to Roswell and return.
Dates of tale, Sept. 29, 30, Oct
1 and 2.
Return limit October 7,

,

JOth.

PEERLESS BAR

Roswell,N.M.

FAIR

FE' N' M

this year. Bigger and better than ever

CONVENTION

Phone Orders Attended To Promptly.

Pecos Valley

SANTA

FR0M

DON'T FAIL TO ATTEND.

clam-chowde- r.

semi-monthl- y

Sense
Medical Adviser, says " why does not the farmer treat his own
body as he treats the land he cultivates. He puts back in phosphate what be take out in crops, or the land would grow poor.
The farmer should put back into his body the vital elements
exhausted by labor, or by
induced by some chronio
disease." Further, he says, " the great value of my Doctor
Golden
Medical
Pierce's
It gives strength
Discovery is in its vitalizing power.
to the stomach and purity to the blood.
It is like the phosphates which supply
nature with the substances that build up the crops. The
action of

?

1

PERRENOT TALKS
AT LUNCHEON

of

n.

FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Family Trade Supplied.
SANTA FE, N. M.
259 San Francisco St.

warfare has intensified public InWORRY OVER CRIME and
terest in the probe of the grand Jury
which met today.
The shooting was the second resultMAN WHO SHOT BOYCE JR. IS IN TEXAS JAIL
ing from the elopement of young
AWAITING ACTION
OF GRAND JURY-- HE Boyce with Snead's wife last November. A. G. Boyce, Sr., was shot and
APPEARS CALM.
killed by Snead last January in Fort
Worth, Texas, for which Snead now
i
under indictment. Snead display16. The
Amarillo, Texas Sept.
ed the utmost indifference today in
clans of the Boyce s and Snead s
jail.
day gathered for the grand jury
vestigation into the shooting here on
Saturday night of Al G. Boyce, Jr.,
by Beal Snead. Both families have

MAN
AND THE SOIL.
Dr. R. V. Pierce of Buffalo, author
the Common

Ca

r.M

$30,00

i

JACK JOHNcON CAN COOK.

Closed
.

three-fourth-

d

n

All Vegeta

Paris, Sept. 1C The terms for
peace between Italy and Turkey have
been practically arranged with the exception of a proposed loan to Turkey
of between 500,000,000 and 600,000,000
francs, concerning which Italy is now
communicating with French, English
and Belgian financiars, according to a
telegram received today by the Paris
Temps, from Rene Puax, one of its

HIGHLY PLEASED WITH MR.
READ'S NEW MEXICO HISTORY.

Xy"

';

Satt

TURKEY WANTS
BIG INDEMNITY

bacteria in those that were sick."
The bulletin of the veterinarians
giving the preventive measures decided upon at the conference here Monday has been printed and thousands of
copies are being sent out. Every man
who writes to the department gets a
bundle to distribute to his neighbors.
Every city and county official gets
them for distribution. Copies have
been sent to every Kansas newspaper
asking them to publish them at once.

ACTOR LAURENCE EVERT DID NOT FEEL BELLIGERANT

JF

Modern

PORTLAND, ORE.
Oct. 18 to 26th, 1912

$6.00

Direct Route, via Denver and Salt
Lake.
.Going orte way via

Date of Sale Oct. 12, 14, 15. . Return limit Nov. 15th, 1912.
Santa Fe, N. M.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
ODE
A BIG EVENT.

aa

LIGHT, SILENT AND RiSLlABLK.

PASH BROS.. Ajrts.,

Santa Fe

DISTRIBUTOR

Salt Lake City. Utah, Sept 16. '
rendition of the ode to irrigation by
the tabernacle choir augmented to 500
voices at the opening session of the
Irrigation congress September 30 Till

OF

Lemp's Keg and
Bottle Beer
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda
Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Aztec Spring
Mineral Water. Phone your orders

Denver, the

other way, via California.

IRRIGATION

Henry Krick

To 35

J.

5anta Fe, - New Mex.
be one of the greatest musical events
iu the history of the famous choir, ac
cording to Professor J. J. McClellan,

of the ode. In addition to
tiomposer
of the ode under direction of Professor McClellan, the choir
will sing other selections with full orchestral and organ accompaniment.
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and Irene, have returned from Denver and Colorado Springs, where they
spent several days. They had a most
Incorporated I90J
enjoyable trip.
Omar Baker, graduate of the New
Miss Pearl Gallagher has returned
You Will Find the
Mexico Normal University, was in the
from Estancia.
J. Porter Jones is here from the city today on his way to Hillsboro
where he takes the post of principal
Styles In
Duke City.
One-piec- e
the
there.
school
cal
of
Baker
Mr,
Attorney Elmer E. Veeder, of Las
on
State Secretary Lucero at his
led
Vecas. is in the city on business.
Judge H. L. Waldo, attorney for office in theL. capitol this morning.
Howard
Bickley. attorney of Ra
the Santa Pe railroad, was in the city
ton, is here on business before the MRS
Saturday.
LINDHARDT,
Colonel Ralph E. Twitchell, histor- state board of equalization, which Is
ian and lawyer, is here from the meeting this afternoon.
125 Palace Ave.
Dr, J. J. Shuler, mayor of Raton and
Meadow City.
No.w
to
from
Mexico,
Airs. J. H. Graham, formerly- Miss commissioner
Wagner, has returned ta El Paso af- - the San Diego and San Francisco ex- tracts. Then come
on
the advertising for
here
;is
business
before
ter visiting friends and relatives here. positions,
bids and the creation of assessment
6n
Evaristo X,ucero, a prominent ran-- the board or equalization
A. A. Jones, national committeeman rolls, which will provide for payment
char now residing at Cariso, Union
se things
:
county, is isiting Mr. and Mrs. A. of the democratic party in New Mexi- in 20 annual installments.
from
arrived
Las
co,
'"
P.
Vegas.
Hill.
today
hilly evenings
TOO LITTLE LOVE BELASCO.
Matt Fowler, republican nomine" for
Former Territorial Treasurer and
tuc cuiucr uaya to come.
New York, Sept. 1C. David Belasco
Mrs. Samuel Eldot are here from presidential elector, arrived totfay fro .1
I
believes modern life, is becoming too
Chamita. They are registered at the Silver City.
Attorney R. W. D. Bryan, res mt of commercial and unromantic. He prePalace hotel. .
Former. Territorial Engineer C. D. the New Mexico university, is in the diets the stage will eventually correct
this condition. In a magazine inter- Miller is here from Carlsbad on busi- city on legal business.
IN
T. J. O'Brien, manager of the Daw- view about to be issued, Belasco says:
ness matters. He is registered at the
son mining properties, is in the city
"Love clean, wholesome, romantic,
Palace.
Men's, Boys', Ladies', Misses' and ChilMr. and Mrs. John Zook will leave today.
and, if possible, domestic love will
be the popular exposition of the the-this week for a tour of the east and
New Styles.
SWEATERS in
to be gone for several MARSHAL IS AFTER T. R. HE SAY11- atre of tomorrow. We are 'all of us
expect
they
Look
over. A good Sweater is
months.
hungry for romance in our busy life
(Continued from page one.)
of prosaic todays. Business competi- C. J. Dean, representing a life in.".
bill.
a
doctor
cheaper
tion and the unconscious but almost
surance company of Pittsburg, is in
ought to be universal commercialism of life have
the city calling on Hall Brothers, the and clean Americanism
vot-!
honest enough not to deceive the
local agents.
crowded genuine love and its outward
re- ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS GO.
Colonel George W. I'richard, promi er, not to dissemble, and not to
impressions into a close corner. Very
in
to
technicalities
order
sort
legal
we
nent progressive, lawyer and speaker
to
are
instead
have,
shortly
going
to force the voter either to vote for of
of note, has gone to Torrance county
the problem play and the current
in ofdoes
not
candidates
he
desire
or legal business.
events drama a veritable deluge of roflee, or to vote against his princi- mantic plays."
Hugh Duval arrived this afternoon pies.
from Florida where he has been
di- to
be
claim
"The
progressives
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
spending many months attending to vorced from the republican party on
real estate matters.
Sealed proposals will be received
of
have
the
They
ground
State Engineer French. Land Com-- j renounced
and all its works by the County Commissioners of
missioner Ervien and T. P, Gable have and all itsthat party
ways. They claim that Santa Fe County, New Mexico, up to
FURNITURE ITEMS
returned from a trip to the southern the
republican party is even worse twelve o'clock noon, Tuesday, the Sth
on
matters.
state
road
the
of
part
tor
&
of
UNITED
1912,
CO.
BANK
October,
furmsning
than the democratic party; yet here day
Miss Bettie May Rugh, who former-- , in the State of Kansas
they propose all materials for one bridge to be built
:lv resided here and later went to A If to
place the republican emblem above at the Arroyo Atascoso, near the
buqerque is back at her home in their progressive electors and thereby Town of Galisteo, New Mexico,
Pittsburg where she will spend the force the Taft republicans to do one All the material and work shall be
winter.
of three things, none of which they furnished and done in accordance
Attorney Charles A. Spiess, recent- want to do to vote the progressive with plans and specifications made by
A Special Sale on all Ingrain Delton Carpets!
Does a
of
committeeman
national
selected
ly
to vote against their princi- - the Midland Bridge company of Kan- ticket;'
the repubMcan party in New Mexico,
pies and for the democratic ticket; sas City, Missouri, on file in the office
UNDERTAKING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
is here on business. He is stopping or
to stay away from the polls and of the County Clerk at Santa Fe,
at
the
Palace.
Your Patronage Solicited
not vote at all.
where they may be seen and examinA. G. Pollock has been appointed
"That mav be a mark of slick noli- - ed.
"charge d'affairs" at the Indian agency ticSi but lt ls not
FURNITURE
THE AKERS-WAGNE- R
mark of 10neBt
Each bid must be
by
N. B. LAUGHLliN, President.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier- at Yuma, owing to tne resignation oil politicSi j should like to win the a certified check in accompanied
sum of ten
the
Miss Anna E. Egan, as superintendent votes of the Taft republicans in Kan- SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
J. B. LAMY,
per cent of the amoullt 0f bid
of that agency.
sas, provmeti mey reany wani 10 vote
so to do, may also
parties
desiring
!
The Rev. Emilio Barrat, the new for me, but I insist that if they do not
hmit ,... anf, .,.- of thf,ip nwn
assistant at the Cathedral, is an able want to vote for me, they
and the Hoard of Commissioners re- FIRE
FIRE- INSURANCE- in
He
English the right, as American citizens, to vote
linguist.
preached
eg the right to reject any and
and Spanish at the Cathedral at the for Mr. Sherman.
...
,,
t
f
KJi
iu ai.cL txuy uiu mauu UJ
9:30 and 10:30 masses yesterday.
"There can be no doubt as to the mi uiuo
Three well furnished rooms
ia for the best
Two Acres in Orchard and
Miss Helen Laughlin, daughter of duty of a governor whose state faces that in their judgment
New
of Santa Fe County,
interest
WITH PANTRY, BATH AND LARGE HALL m
B.
N.
and
Mrs.
this condition 'of affairs. He should
Laughlin,
Judge and
Eight-roo- m
Small
one of Santa Fe's most popular girls, at once convene his legislature to Mexico.
JOSE ORTIZ Y PINO,
House, Stable and Other
for
left yesterday
Northampton, change the state's electian laws.
'
Chairman.
at
Smith's
a
to
studies
finish
her
in
have
should
man
Kansas
Mass.,
Buildings.
Every
M. O. ORTIZ, Clerk.
Attest:
chance to vote for the candidates he
college.
Also Room for Single Gentleman I Bfkfrom Plaza
The Rev. Father Kreutzkamp, pas- - desires in office. It is also the duty
of
SIX AGRES ON ACEQU1A MADRE
tor of a Catholic church at Russia, of your governor to see that the re- 2
Trees in Bearing.
in Alralfa and 18
B.
Ohio, is spending a few days at St. 'publican party has its ticket upon
Mile from
All Under
Vincent's Sanitarium. Father Kreutz- the ballot and under its emblem.
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.'
"I cannot speak for my distinguish-- I
ra
kamp is much interested in the his'i
,
m
M I tri.ii I m aimh
n v jm
nfin .tit i nrn
Xvhose election 1
Fe.
of
ed
for
Santa
torical
features
associates,
!
lAKfclN
1U
UiUfc
AI
LOW FKltfc
Ir
H. F.
LIABILITY
Tuesday, September 17
oggeshall, journal clerk of most honestly jilendi but I truthfully
HEALTH
ACCIDENT
the United States senate, arrived here say for myself that iny 'ideas of gov
A. G. DELAMATER PRESENTS
ot
.
fA
Saturday to visit his brother, H. T. eminent make me prefer the loss
Geo. Barr McCufclieon's
Coggeshall, superintendent of the V. Kansas, when the men of this state
S. Indian school. Mr. Coggeshall will have had a chance to vote as they de-- j
The people of Santa Fe are invited to visit the Largest and ;
sire, to the winning of Kansas through
spend several days in this city.
Best Jewelry Store in the City and inspect our COLPLETE
is
as
being
The Rev. Mother Sebastin, who re-- I a political trick, such
of
LINE
worked here a trick which would ill
Phone, Red 189.
signed recently as superior general o become a candidate for constable.''
J
the Sisters of Charity of Cincinnati,
lij at the sanitarium here spending a That the; remedy for the
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
1 19 San Francisco St.,
The BestRo
This is the Highest Qrade Plated Ware on the Market, and
interpreted
j few
months. Mother Sebastin has trust lies with the separate states
mantic Drama
we carry two desirable patterns, the
j
federal
the
with
governthan
rather
Pueblo.
in
been residing heretofore
splendid Cast
on the Stage
Governor
AND THE BRIDE'S BOQUET.
held
view
is
DIANA
ment
the
by
Mr. and Mrs. Ieo Hersch, accom-- !
Thomas R. Marshall, the democratic
San Francisco
panted by their daughters, Josephine
candidate, who began a
Reliable Jeweler
Street
tour of campaign speeches at Kansas
Mar-- j
Governor
City, Kansas, today.
shall arrived here on an early train
Staged by OSCAR EAGLE
and
because of the early hour, no re-- ;
DISCHARGES
Director for David Belasco
ception committee was at the union
RELIEVED m
committee
The
him.
to
meet
station
License Nambers,
Day or Night Phone, I JO Red.
24 HOURSi arrived later at Hotel Baltimore and
Next Door to Postoffice,
took him to the Kansas side where,
Each Cap- - S "
sule bears (MIDY):
the governor made his first scheduled'
X
the numetf
speech this afternoon.
Beware of counterfeits
In his first speech. Governor MarEvery Character of the Book
ALL DRUGGISTS ;
shall made a bid for the Kansas Taft
C. McCONVERY,
Appears in the Play. A
republi-cathe
both
vote and attacked
of
Romance
Stirring
415 Palace Avenue
::::
Phone. W 204.
and progressive parties. He paid
L
and
latter
to
the
attention
particular
accused its leaders of insincerity.
SEND THEM TO
KAUNE
CO. In an interview he said that the In- Drug Store,
dividual states had the power to con- - Seats on Sale at Fischer's Htb.
POULTRY AND STOCK FOOD
Saturday, September
trol or to eradicate the
MFG.
Lowest trusts. He declared it lay with the
TAUPERT,
OPTICIAN,
Where Prices
We have our own mill run by electricity, and
states to bring suits in the state
for Safe Quality.
can furnish pure, clean corn chop either coarse
EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.
courts for the revocation of the charmedium or fine, as meal for the little chicks'
ters granted by them and that the A Man's Face Is Often His Fortune
Season
Grown
Fruit
We can grind any mixture that is desired o"
Home
which an offending cor- Or at Least His Capital
The
in
states
other
to
broken ones
.- Lenses ground
the different grains, such as corn, wheat, mil
is on and we are offering to the poration was doing business could
Where Do You Get Shaved ?
by revocalet, oats, kaffir corn, bran, etc.
particular housewife the best to take care of the situation
or to Occulists' Prescription.
( 15 lb. pkg.,
$ .65
tion of its license to do business with- SAWYER'S IS THE BEST PLACE
to be had in
"
in the state's borders.
.
1.20
30 lb.
Green Cut Bone and Meat
Give Him a Trial.
East of the Plaza.

LADIES!

PERSONALS

WATCH OUR WINDOWS
For display of Ladies' new
Fall Suits, Coats and
Dresses. Also a beautiful line of Auto Scarfs,

Correct

!. COMPANY

MILLINERY

j

W

Mufflers and Sweaters.'.'.

Specials
the

lartefs

V

JULIUS H. GERDES

1

that

The Very Latest

-

BLANKETS, COMFORTS

Ladies9, Misses' and children's

j

the

dren's
them
than

-

.. ..

M

Sweaters, Coats, Dress Goods

1

far

j

and Trimmings

COMPANY

-

-

4

5

j

Some

t.

TRUST

STATES

up-to-the-mi-

nute

Bird's Eye Maple Bedroom Suits,

CAPITAL S50.000 00

Bungalow or Twin Brass Beds.

General Banking Business

To.

t.

'

--

FOR

IE

Tract

Fruit

Irrigation.
FlKlflAtK

!

I

FOR RENT

Fruit;

$30.00 per Month.

Part

ji

- JOSEPH

IK'S THEATRE

Plaza.

HAYWARD, MANAGER,

.

J

.

c

O. C. WATSON & CO.

everly

"ALAIN" SILVER PLATED WARE

Iof

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL

Graustark"

URINARY

H. C. YONTZ,

DIRECTORS

66-6-

j--

Special Scenery
Gorgeous Costumes

;

SWEET PEAS
JAMES

When Your Glasses Break

Love and Laughter!

8

U S.

Spiff

are

I

either

match

1

I

PEACHES,

BY FIRST MAIL.

WORK RETURNED

PEARS
and rLUMS

NEW METHOD OF
RECLAIMING LAND
16.

cut-ove-

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

-

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

the finest cantaloupes grown.
We have just received .
shipment of
CHASE & SANBORN S

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer . Prompt Attention and
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
104 DON GASPER ST.

the Best

Best Coffee and Teas

Telephone 9 W

Two mil-

Spokane, Wash., Sept.
We can also supply youwth
timber land in
lion acres of
and Idaho will be reclaimWashington
FT. SUMNER CANTALOUPES ed and placed within easy reach of the

""RAPID DELIVERY SERVICE

r

100 lb. sack, 3.75
Every farmer and every family that has even a few chickens
should have cut bone and meat to feed them. It improves
their health and makes them lay.
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
(

1

POULTRY AND VETERINARY

INSURANCE

small investor, if the program mappea
out by the Inland Empire federation of
commercial clubs is carried out Dy
favorable action of the legislatures of
the two states at their next sessions.
Fire, Life, Accident,
The fertility of this vast acreage in
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.
atthe Inland Empire has directed the
tention of large lumber companies and
commercial interests generally during
REAL ESTATE
the last two years to the solution of
the problem of settling the land, at the
s
same time allowing
such terms for payment as will enable
:
City Property, Farms,
them to clear the stumps and make a
in
the
Ranches, Orchards,
living. Many persona interested
Land Grants, Etc'?
problem bleieve the plan just worked
out may be the solution.
Briefly, the plan of action decided
on, subject to legislative act, is the formation in each county of assessment
districts and issuing of bonds. The
modus operandi includes the filing by
logged-of- f
land owners of petitions
Of
with signatures of all persons owning
such lands in the territory affected,
the petitions to be accompanied by
194 W., Room U
good faith bonds. The matter will then Telephone
be referred to a board of three persons, one of whom must be the counLAUGHLIN BUILDING,
ty engineer, and this board must estie
mate the cost of clearing in
NEW MEX ICO
SANTA FE

te

PRATT'S VETERINARY

A

WE WILL MAIL YOU

;

$1

for eaob Set of old False Teeth send us.
for old Gold, Silver,
Highest prices
old Watches, Broken Jewelry and Precious Stones.
MONEY REND BT BBTURN MA II,
PHILA. SMELTING & REFINING CO.
ESTABLISHED 80 YEARS
843 Chestnut St. Philadelphia, Pa.

'

TO

FOR SALE

DENTISTS

RANCH

220-ACR- E

If you want the best in

GROCERIES, FRUITS
AND VEGEETABLES

all under fence., eood im Drove
ments, lots of water. Fine hay
land and farm land with a fine
crop on it and about 40 head of
cattle. Six miles from railroad H.
and 7 miles from the mountain.
Sell at a bargain. Address,

FRANK DAVIS,

We will buy your Gold Fillings. Gold Scraps
and Platinum. Highest prices paid.

orlarty,
.

w

N. M

GO TO

S. KAUNE

CO

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality

GUARANTEED

...

PRATT'S ANIMAL REGULATOR

Surety Bonds

ten-acr-

pjwin

in-

E66 PRODUCER SET-Sta
Pratt's Poultry Regulator
gapes and common ailments.
makes little chicks grow fast and develops them into big lay
ers. Keeps fowl healthy and in good laying condition.
' Full directions' with each package,
Price, 25 cents
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
PRATT'S

home-maker-

FOR HORSES,CATTLE,SHEEP,

HOGS.DAIRY COWS.&c.

Because it works directly on the blood, bowels,
and digestive organs of the animal; it builds up
horses, cures hog cholera in its early
stages, makes pigs grow quickly and fatten rapidly ; dairy cows give more milk.
Full directions on each package, . . Price, per pkg., 2Ec
. r.rtPMI FVS r.FMPRAI STflRF.
F...

All Kinds.

a

GUARANTEED.

famous remedy for all classes of colic, acute

digestion and bloat. This wonderful remedy has
a record of curing 998 cases out of 1,000. It is a
tsmsl
quick, sure and reliable cure for all cases of colic.
. 50 cents
price
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.

.

A live paper makes a live town.
Vre ere making a live paper. Read it.

COLIC CURE.

REMEDIES

run-dow-

I

n

o
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Printing Co., Publishers

New Mexican

President

Bronson M. Cutting
Charles M. Stautfer

General Manager

The Ranch of the Rockies

.Editor
Associate Editor

J.Wight Giddlngs

William F. Brogan

Open the

ear Round.

Beautifu illustrated Booklet on request.

VALLEY RANCH, N. M.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Dally Per Quarter, by mall
Dally per quarterly oarrler

Dally, per years by mall
Dally, tlx month, by mall

$2.50

Weekly, per year

$1.00

SS.O

Weekly,

tlx

$1.25
$1.50

President,

For

50

months

THEODORE

ROOSEVELT.

For
I

"All of Today's News Today"

--

JjtOMi
HIRAM W. JOHNSON.

For Member

THE SAME OLD FACE

of Congress,

Of courBe, it was to be expected that the republican state convention
would be handled in the same old way. No one was especially surprised
MARCOS C DE BACA.
to notice the names of Gregory Page, H. B. Holt, T. B. Catron, Charles
A. Spiess doing their characteristic acts of guiding the political machine,
The Roosevelt electors in New Mexico are Dr. Thomas of Chaves
and framing up the reso- prominent positions
being mentioned for all, the
Elmer E. Studley of Colfax county ana George Armijo or sania
- r
a
I il
county,
i
i
f
0
in
luuons. as was expeciea, too, ine anu.mr mce oi u.e
uU oi o
,
Jn voth for TUeodore Roosevelt, every voter should remember that
few
one
in
of
the
was
remaining standpat
Miguel
displayed prominently
electors who in turn will vote for Mr.
Mexico
New
new
national committeeman from
papers of the state, as the
in the electoral college if elected. He also should remember
Roosevelt
It would be strange, indeed, a moBt unwonted thing, if after a gatherthat those electors are merely his agents, and if elected, are pledged to
ing of the old guard the phiz of one or two of the steam roller operators vote for Theodore Roosevelt. That is their only function in this election
did not occupy its accustomed place in prominent display on a standpat
of
have with the
.

B

d.

te

B

'

page.
The convention was usually noticeable for the presence of officeholders
in its personnel: It looked more like a reunion of the public pap feeders
than it did like a gathering of men assembled for the purpose of bettering
existing conditions; evolving some method for selection of men to office
who were Interested in something beside their own interests and those
opposed to the people; for forwarding legislation that was less personal
and more general in its effect.
No wonder that the convention stood out so distinctly as a convention
of politicians rather than one of the people, and that it was in vivid contrast
to the progressive convention of the day before, which contained so large
a percentage of men who were there from principle and who were strangers
to political manipulation.
There was a contrast, too, in the interest and ethusiasm. In the progressive convention there was earnestness, and enthusiastic demonstration;
in that of the old guard there was nothing to enthuse over. The machine
was well oiled; it was being run by its experienced manipulators, who
have run it for years and of whom the people are weary.
It was an occasion rather for disgust than enthusiasm. It was simply
stale.
No wonder the people are tired of the same old faces; the same old tactics of manipulation; the same old platitudes of speech; the same old
platform planks to be treated later with the same old disregard.
No wonder the people have revolted.
.
o
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THE WORK OF WOMAN

When you consider the horrors of wage slavery white slavery, juvenile
customs, it is
delinquency, child slavery, and some more of our current
will of a majority
the
to
that
represent
doctrine
they
accept
hard
tolerably
of us in this our homeland; yet it is so.
But
Ladylike loveliness has been, in part, a drag on human progress.
women did not know it. They believed what they were told: That their
a
mission in life was to decorate it. It has taken a terribly long time, and
someto
somehow,
fact
that
the
always,
them
to
arouse
toll,
terribly heavy
body pays. The balance has to be adjusted. them were. But when it
"Well wadded with indifference" most of
of little children labored
percolated to their understanding that an army
and the fight was on.
rebelled,
in
them
they
laziness,
maintain
to
constantly
the glorious blunders
she's
doing,
the
out.
aliens
good
The things
finding
Fhe's making these days, God bless her!
not
She's setting a pace hard to make, and it s safe to prophesy she towill
assured
every
are
childhood
and
health
until
of
good
it
a
abate
jot
and
child youth is safeguarded, and old age and helplessness protected; such
need it, she will attend to,
any other little chores, by the way, that
as making clean and beautiful our dwelling places.
.Uh...
This awakening process is nugnty interesting iu wawu. xu
one of them is "not to love our own Dames less, uui. uiuci ymy
doctors as necessary in
more' and to this end she advocates nurses and Sounds
sensible, does it
schools, as well as teachers, to prevent illness,
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relations in all large cities, for dealing wun in
in Chicago are that
wmnnious households. The findings of this court
before it. And they
.
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hn nnv other cause, brings cases
a grip on decent living.
retain
folks
such
to
help
a
municipal duty
inake it
and still another is degroup is keen on vocational training,
termined on pure food, and many of the best workers in the juvenile courts
and playground movements are women.
are all new fashioned
We do not notice these reforms much. They
new stitches in the old fabric
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"It is well for us to refer to some of
the questions which now affect the
Dos Cafiones Viejco. Jncle
people of the entire country," says
Uncle Tom in his keynote speech. AlWill the gentleman from Dona Ana
right Uncle Tom but take 'em one at
yield for a question?
a time and go into details. Start with
land grants and taxation.
How is your wild animal bounty
fund this evening?
THE SOCIAL LION AND JONES.
(By Bill F. Brogan.)
The G. O. P. is almost as good at
He bought himself an auto when he
feeling hopeful as the Unterrified.
should have paid his debts and he
The main thing 'leaned up at the G. went to social functions when he
should have sent regrets. He bought
O. P. convention was the G. O. P.
m
m
the latest neckties and the latest
smoked
Outside of that, we presume the kind of shoes and he
Progressive convention was alright. the best tobacco and enjoyed the
finest booze. He wore the neatest
Taft is going to be elected, says raiment that a tailor could supply and
Uncle Tom. How perfectly charming! there wasn't any limit to the scarf
pins he could buy. He was never at
You can bet your neck that the col- his office and he didn't seem to care
onel will have another convention all if a hundred bill collectors followed
him most everywhere. He became a
his own on September 18.
social favorite and a function lacked
Now that those conventions are out real vim, unless among those present,
ot the way, we shall continue our first place was voted him. John Jones
was vastly different for he believed in
search for that carload of cement.
m
9 9
work and although he struggled daily,
And we suspect after all, that he ne'er was known to shirk. He got
Orozco was perfectly willing to be up every morning with the chickens
and the ducks and by nine o'clock
captured by the United States.
each evening he was always in the
Mr. Bursum has been told to go shucks. He toiled and saved and bathome and herd sheep and Mr. Bursum tled to support his little wife and she
is some adept at the aforesaid herding mended, cooked and housecleaned like
as some one is likely to find out.
'twas all there was In life. They paid
for rent and water, for light, for bread
The trouble about it is that George and meat but no matter how they
Armijo Is not running for the presi- hustled, they could not get on their
dency and Theodore Roosevelt is. And feet. They always saved a nickle and
at that George has one or two friends every Sabbath day, they gave it to the
left.
preacher to help out on his pay. But
though they both were trying, they
couldn't get ahead, and as for social
functions, they might as well be dead.
The other guy was having the cream
of everything from the finest kind of
dinners to a nobby diamond ring.
Jones always paid his poll tax to support the public school and the bill collectors dubbed him an honest sort of
fool. The other guy, however, could
no longer stand the strain so he left
a busted auto and one night he took
the train. No one tried to find him;
'twas useless well they knew so they
raised the price a little to John Jones
"Wal I wuz down tu the Repooblican and one or two. In the end they came
convention," says the Old Codger, "an out even in the cash drawer and the
I
heard thet thur keynote speech till, but John Jones and several like
which Mister Catron made. It wuz a him were the ones who paid the bill.
right smart speech alright, but I heard
him make th same gol durned speech
THE BYSTANDER
thurty-twyears ago when him and
Steve Elkins was a practisin' law
SEES IT
by heck."
Tom?

A NEEDED IMPROVEMENT.
Say, do you not think that the

ap-

proach to our railroad station is a
disgrace? Every time one goes plow
ing through the sand and ashes that
sidewalk and
lie between
the
the station platform, it is an occasion
for fracturing commandments, losing
temper, getting dusty clothes, eating
dirt, breathing coal siftings and
a lot of infernally disagreeable things
humanthat even poor
ity, already the victim of the high
cost of living, approaching coal bills,
a winter overcoat to be paid for, Is
suffering under and staggering to
bear.
Among the things that the city
planning board and those who are
looking to the welfare and beautifying of the city ought to take up first
is that of the approach to our depots.
One of the first things to attract
the attention of the traveler is the
appearance of a town at the station.
The depot yards, as a rule, are not
The lines of
especially attractive.
freight cars, and the freight depots,
together with those buildings for coal
or storage that naurally are centered
about the railroad, are not things of
architectural beauty. Something must
be done on the side. If we are not
yet in position to begin to actually
beautify the depot grounds, for the
love of Mike, let's build a sidewalk,
to arrange some way for the man
or woman who is afoot, to reach the
station without plowing through dust
ankle deep, and starting a journey
dirt ridden, or come back home and
be greeted on our arrlvel by that
awful depot approach that is enough
to give one the doldrums Just to look
at or step into.
Can't we have this matter looked
up? Do it now.
down-trodde-

n

MAKING HIM THE GOAT.

The Security Offered by Our
Safe Deposit Vaults

w;

E eive to patrons the advantages
of new and modern vaults rein-

forced and barricaded with Yale

Deposit Locks.
The Yale system of locking is known
around the world as the most sturdy, the
most impregnab'e.
Every box in our vault is protected by
a special guard mechanism and a double
set of tumblers.
Entrust your valuables to us, they
will be safe from fire as well as theft.

m
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

2ARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY DELGADO, PROPRIETOR.
MANUFACTURER

OF

Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.

Both Native and Garmanlown Wool Used.
Send for Price List and Full Information.
119 Don Caspar Avenue.
j
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PALACE
THE
SANTA

I

FE, N. M.

MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
AMERICAN

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

AND EUROPEAN PLAN.

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Plan, $2.50 and up.

Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

steam heat, electric lights.

LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA

FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

How About That Fire Insurance? j
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source.
falls to find any alleviation form any
Is "to quit as head of" a steamship
Bruce ismay it is announced.
once before.
If we have Collection of his "Quitting

"f

o

"

.u.j ,.l'd"

REMARKS

party that Is going to land him is the
party that does not try to grease the
skids this trip.

fete

accomplishments and regard for their memory.
called the boys oulnto the
The wars of our later years have indeed
were the soldiers of the
how
young
to
are
forget
We
apt
field of battle.
rebellion
exhibit8 0f the
defense of the
in
enrollment
of
their
time
at
the
age of the "Boys in Blue
union:
9a
At the age of 10 and under
225
under
12
and
of
At the age
1,523
4
a a era nf 11 and under
S44 ,fcOl
M the nee of 16 and under
At the age of 18 and under
4,io.oo
At the age of 21 and under
No wonder the
How young they were and what a record they made.
,
have been honored in all these years.
first that the young nfen
the
wars
from
our
of
characteristic
been
has
It
and boys in all walks of life.
and boys enlisted-m- en
of our
never
pay its debt of gratitude to the soldiers
The nation can
wars.

S

campaign. The opponents
and the only connection they
Colonel Roosevelt are industriously circulating a report to the effect that
all that is necessary to vote for Theodore Roosevelt is to write his name
upon the ballot. This is not true. Vote for the presidential electors and
help elect Theodore Roosevelt.
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mountain reservoir, where He the
eternal snows and where the cool waters ripple, clear and pure, and all
that sort of thing, you know.
Well anyway it is a pleasant thing
to know that there is a guard at the
water tan.,, and that we need not have
.any night mares nor day horse dreams
jin regard to the Santa Fe water sup
ply, but that we may arintc to our
heart's and thirst's content.
AFTERNOONS NOW.
We must hand it to the Santa Fe
band. The boys give excellent entertainments anfi they are much enjoyed
by our people.
The Bystander heard it suggested
today, that as the nights now are taking on a chill that gets quite into the
marrow, that the Sunday concerts De
transferred to the atfernoon again. It
Is a little cold to sit in the park nights
at this season of the year and the
afternoons are simply superb. Even
the attraction of the band, warming
aft it is to the heart, and enjoyable as
the entertainment
Is, would be en
joyed much more If given from now
on in the afternoon.
The change from summer to fall is
always one that carries a dread with
it, particularly in this section where
the summers are so perfect. One can
Imagine that our eastern cousins do
not look forward to the fall days with
just the sort of dread that we do.
They have been looking at the thermometer which registered way up
among the nineties and close to the
hundred mark. The cool air, I apprehend, feels to them like the balm of
Gilead, but to those of us who are
accustomed to the delights of a Santa
Fe climate, especially that of summer, we dread the passing to even the
little chill that creeps into the fall air.
I think we are
fortunate people,
those of us who are making our home
in this beautiful old city. Aside from
its climate, which is unapproachable,
it has so much else, including an excellent band. We all want to get the
full benefit of the music from that
band and therefore let us have the
pleasure from now on, of listening to
It in the afternoon.

HOUSES.

From the way in which certain perAfter the dead horse that Attorney
sons are lambasting that Progressive
saw in the stream up
state convention it sort of looks like General Clancy
the canyon, I began to think the thing
it was not such an absolute fizzle after over
and every time I took a glass of
all.
water T kind o' wondered if it was
possible that there was any well you
And don't fail to remember gentle- know.
You probably felt the same
men, that some of those Progressive way. Under the circumstances I felt
votes were perfectly good, safe and that one's feelings would be eased by
sane republican votes just one year an authoritative
statement on the
matter. I found that the water comago today.
pany has a patrol at the reservoir and
What's happened to that endearing the outlet all the time at a regular
love of the G. O. P. for the Spanish-America- salary; that the forest service boys
people of New Mexico? give the water supply for the city, esan
excellent opportunity to pecial attention and keep an eye on
had
They
have nominated one.
it; that no goat herds nor sheep are
ft
permitted on the reserve and that the
Anyhow Mr. Springer has his na- - water company has the leased rights
on this particular territory. After the
tional comtteeman in the G. O
and his own tax system in Colfax information I went home and drank
county. You've got to give Charlie all the water I wanted, without the
credit for being a foxy sort of a cuss. boiling or filtering process just drank
and enjoyed every swallow of It, with'
The most pleasing thing about the no visions of dead horses nor burro
two United States senators, is their soup, nor goat consomme.
The fact that Santa Fe has been
absclute agreement as to what Is the
matter with the G. O. P. as exempli- so free from epidemics and fevers and
fied in their keynote speeches at the all those disagreeable things that infest a community that is poorly waterC. O. P. convention.
ed, is evidence that things in the
This is going to be one election liquid refreshment line are not so
when the common geezer la going to bad and that we can drink freely of
take a long running jump and the the ao.ua pura that comes from our
n

W

(Roswell News.)
It is a pity that so lovable a gentleman, so strong a man, so popular a
politician as Hon. Nathan Jaffa should
allow himself to be offered a sacrifice
upon the altar of his party, whose
leaders refused him the honors he coveted at the republican convention
last year. Refusing him the honor
have
upon
imposed
they now
his devotion to his party the task ot
leading a forlorn hope.
He is the strongest republican in
New Mexico and, since the death of
Solomon Luna, has become the leader of his party in the state, but the
flocking of republicans to the bull
moose movement, assures the election
of the democratic nominee.
A LESSON

FROM OUR ANCESTORS

In the good old fashioned days of
our grandmothers they depended upon (the roots and herbs of the field to
relieve disease.
Years have passed by, but science
has never been able to Improve upon
the medical effects of these same
roots and herbs which are Nature's
cure for disease.
Lydia E. r'inkham's Vegetable Compound, that successful remedy for
female ills, had its origin In this way
and today tons of roots and herbs
are consumer annually In making it
;

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

Think About It!
THE

--

Then Act

COMPANY

MOULTON-ESP- E

SANTA FE, N. M

QENERAL AGENTS.

A REMARKABLE ACCIDENT INSURANCE POLICY.
TWENTY-FIV- E

DOLLARS BUYS $7,500 in Accident Insurance

and In the esse that one Is injured while upon a public conveyance this amount
doubles ; also in the ease of total disability you are paid J25 per week tor the per-in
iod that you are disabled, even If It is for life, a here are many other features
this eontraut that we would like to explain to you in person.
HOOK 81, CAPITAL CITY
GENERAL AGENTS
HALL &
BANK BLDG

.

HALL

FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
TJ. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
NOTICE

New

Mx:co,

Aug, 30. 1912.

NOTICE is hereby given that
Sandoval, of Lamy. N. M., who,
on March 8, 1906, made Homestead
SectlOL
Entry No. 9011, for NW
11, Township 13 N., Range 11 E , N. M.
P. Meridian, hag filed notice of Intention to make Five-yea- r
proof, to es
Su-san-

1--

tablish claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver,
.TJ. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 8tb day: ot October, 1912.
names
aa witneeses:
Claimant
Eulogio Sandoval, of Lamy, N. M.;
Jose Larranaga, of Lamy, N. M.;
Fellberto Martines, of Lamy, N. M.;
Luciano Ortega, Lamy, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
..r Register.

MONDAY, SEPT. 16, 1912.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
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INDICTED wool trust head oppressor of the
NEWS OF THE STATE whatailswilliam WOOD.A WOOL
MILL SLAVE
ONCE
HE
i

BUT

poor was

HAS FORGOTTEN.

Boston, Sept. 1C William M. Wood
at in case we failed to Is a Btrange character.
WANTED.
Young man or boy to
Head of the iniquitious wool trust,
dollars forwith he
drive milk wagon. Phone Capital City
sto
another twenty he has long been an exponent of
Dairy.
g
capitalism. He has
dollr hard earned
recently been indicted for alleged
FOR RENT C room house with
and haveispiracy to "place" dynamite in Law-ibl- e
furniture or not, Aug. 20, D. S. Low- and expense rence during the textile strike, in
itski.
We havelfler to injure the cause of his own
'
-honorable
the
workers.
FOR SALE Two story residence on
' m
Sioners
that
And vet William M. W'onrt tiimsplf
avenue. Lot 60x240 feet. O. U,
Talace
Measure de-- i
Watson & Co.
Bprang from the same class that he
oi uiai llas B0 bitterly oppressed.
;,Ve "I'u
Little more than twenty years ago
FOR SaLE Fine black driving
William Wood was slaving in a wool
horse and good buggy. Apply 257 San
oon it,
in New Bedford, Mass. He
Francisco street.
':- state factory
was
fifteen years old, and to
the make:only
a bare living he had to work parilla bottle, had put million in this
FOR SALE Notional Cash Reg'
U'?H-!r- f
tVil
... ...
1 '
k
tV
loom something like fifteen mill. His million was i.ist Uiouniiiir
iS
over
two drawers practically new.
a
'
ister
"Y
.
li
R
S
II
t'ii
I
I
"
'jfr
al'
uads
O.
a
hours
& Co.
Ur-iiai'C.
Watson
of
out
I
day.
l
assess a fee for city liberties? We
s.ght
e,ei. it
:
,
,
rnk
Today William Wood is doing all
fcUMft
won,,.
to get all that is: coming to us
wmiflm
want
wn
in his power to keep other fifteen-wealing a market for the h this life.
FOR SALE Good team or young
?
was engaged-- or
almost
",V
Ayer's
same. Endee Enterprise.
not
to
mention
their
mountain
year-olhorses, for driving or rid-- j
boys
to
this
tax
But
be
has
friends,
paid
WATCH FOR JUBILEE.
"
Fe Hardware and Supply
and
sisters
brothers
and
Santa
and
fathers
'
ing.
we
as
raised the advertising
"Give me a million more, and I'll
'
"Vri"l
J
Don't forget the jubilee October 8, 9 and
W
Co.
mothers at work under the same
rate
the
when
additional
tax
county
and 10. The programs will be ready was
imposed, we are now wondering conditions he resented so bitterly.
for distribution within the next few
FOR RRXT Nicely furnished room
What has caused William Wood's
IE
LU
Villi? ICIOL UCLCDOlll
tYilCIC
lavs. Save the best of everything and jUDlhad
stairs over Andrews' store. In-- j
up
of
heart?
We
are
&
between
change
jfce
bring it to the jubilee. Let us show guessing contest hating
of Chas. Ballard at Andrews'
of
quire
from
the
ranks
He
has
and a baby show,
graduated
the outside world what we can do in but be assured our resourcefulness
store.
and the touch of money
capitalism,
the way of raising crops. The jubilee will
to the occasion and made him forget the evils of long
prove
committee wants every one to put we will getequal
A home for a home lover. Several
hold of that ten dollars hours, blighting toil and poor pay.
their shoulder to the wheel and push somehow.
newly furnished rooms with conveThe life story of Wood is a
this jubilee to a successful opening
niences of home. Mrs. Robinson, cor- FOUND THIEVES' NEST.
ner Grant avenue and Johnson St.
and closing. Wagon Mound ParagRanchers west of Mcintosh have
Wood's father came with his bride
run down some of the persons who to
raph.
Edgartown, a little village on the
TYPEWRITERS.
SHIPMENTS WILL BE BIG.
corn he has created ow of the
have been robbing vacant houses for shore
'V2,
of Nantucket Island
&prj
years
fall
first
the
October
-- t trusts in the world. It is
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
Beginning
the past two years. J. A. Brittain, A. ago. He was a Portuguese,forty
ZmM
from the
1IT- -J
platens furnished. Ribbons and suit- shipments of stock will commence and Tnl
r
as being worth $73,000,0,10, and Wood V
i, i "
Ml
v..,. auu C w.6 T"i u. .
and could not speak a word of "
Ay?V,m'irw'
Typewriters sold, exchangee
plies.
promise to eclipse all previous rec- nesday of last week, arrested a man Azores,
owns
a
of
la,'Se Part
it, and controls
A
AS
dt,
and rented. Standard makes handled.
ords for this season of the year. and three women, who were on their t.nglisn.
it altogether.
At Edgartown Wood took a job
All repair work and typewriters guarAgent Allen has booked over six hun- wav home to Chilili after brineine!
He married Miss Ayer, lias a young
Nk
""""
r
Exf
j.
dred cars to date and the stock will wheat to the mill, for stealing the Piloting a little
anteed. Santa Fe Typiwriter
coasting!
son and daughter, keepR so many auarrive from all parts of the county windows from the house of Pearl Gal-- vesselchange. Phone 231.
tomobiles and private secretaries that
as far west as the Arizona line.
During the five years that Wood
lagher, household goods and roll of
he doesn't know just how many, and
r
The contract prices are very high wire from the houses of Fay Wagner sailed this channel Wiliam was born,
William M. Wood leaving Boston tice of intention to make
has three country homes and a town court
and the cattlemen are selling all sur- and Mr. Shirley. The man pleaded Soon after his birth the Wood family
proof, to establish claim to the land
house, after indictment,
house in the exclusive Back Bay dis
FREDERICK E. ATTEAUX,
plus stuff before the winter season guilty and was fined but the women (whose name was really not Wood at
Below, fisherman's hut in Edgar-- above described, before Register or
trict of Boston.
Wool Dyer, Indicted
sets
in. Grazing all over the county were allowed to
with
Wealthy
Receiver U. S. Land Office, at Santa
where Wood was born.
town,
an
but
Portuall,
go free.
'
unpronounceable
And how has Wood built a granite-- !
in reported the best in years and with
William Wood.
in
New
Bedford, Fe, New Mexico, on the 11th day of
Above, house
suese name which they had discard-Brittain- ,
Four
Messrs.
citizens
of
Mcintosh,
hard trust on the foundation of a wob-bl- where he lived while
a continuance of the top prices for
working In tex- October, 1812.
went to school until he was fif- Wagner Vincent and Tor-jed- )
woolen concern?
Claimant names as witnesses:
stock, will bring unbounded prosper- rence, went
tile
mill.
and
had
entered
the
to Chilili Thursday to get teen,
high school,
By paying the maximum for his!
Prudenclo Gonzales, Ramon Quinity to this county and cause the stock- search warrants
But
He had a
was
the
two
to
search
poor.
family
mechanical equipment and the mini- look up at the sky.
man to wear a smile that won't come
ts na, Pablo A. Gonzales,
Casimlro
houses in Chilili, the justice was away; brother and two sisters younger than
And perhaps they haven't. For all Gallegos, ail of Pecos, New Mexico.
mum for his human equipment.
off. Magdalena News.
In
to
to
were
and
drive
himself.
His
was
ill.
father
they
compelled
other words, by depriving all the day long they stoop over whirring
STARTED IN YOUNG.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
own-- i
So William went into the mills.
Escabosa. In the
other little William Woods of their looms. And pay days never bring
Lee and Charley Holcomb, 15 and ers of the houses meantime the
Hegister.
or!
faat
He
a
the
Wamsutta
got
got
suspicious
job
toil
19 years old respectively pleaded guilenough, no matter how great the
heritage.
were tipped off and what couldn t be tories. It paid him, it is said, $3 a
Walk through the wool trust town as been,
ty in Judge Bell's court Friday to carried away by a number of women week. For three
years he held that
of Lawrence. Little
having stolen from another boy a who kept running in and out, was j0Ditas William Wood really forgotten FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
are pinched;
faces
those
camping outfit and some clothes. They carried out in an oat field adjoining'
days at New Bedford? Could
are pinched; the bodies of all cramp- - ho remember and still not play fair
were given a ninety day jail sentence the houses. The ranchers found over, During this time he learned to hate
MASONIC.
it8
the
with
work
all
0ppregsion and
ed and stooped. Every one in Law-- : with those who work for him now
and costs of the trial, but upon pay- twenty-fivMontezuma Lodge
mattresses, six heating; 1tR 1ak nf
flnfl
nnv
nno flv hp
dpnt
rence looks as if he had never drawn just as he used to work for Imb boss
ment of the costs and promise of good stoves, chairs, pictures, family pic
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
communia full breath and never had time to years ago?
behavior the jail sentence was sus- tures in large frames, dishes of all told the boss he had got "a good job."
Regular
It was in a New Bedford bank.
cation first Monday
pended owing to the youth of the kinds, dozens of knives and forks,
For a while Wood stayed with the
of each month at
a gold locket and chain with the inboys.
Masonic Hall at
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Another youthful dissenter from the itial E and inside the picture of a lit- banking people, learning all the
Griego, of Leyba, N. M., Macario Ley
7:30.
narrow path, brought before the court tle girl, besides a number of other witchery of checks and drafts and balDepartment of the Interior, II. S. ba, of Leyba, N. M., Miguel Pettine,
ALAN R. McCORD, W. M.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., ol Willard, N. M., John Pettine, of
Saturday, was Wess Darlington, four- household goods. Some of the things ances. And then one day he went
CHAS. E. L1NNEY, Secretary.
September 13, 1912.
teen years old, charged with petty lar- - were found in a cubby hole over one back to the woolen business.
Willard, N. M.
But not as a loom boy. This time
Notice is hereby given that Raffaele
MANUEL R. OTERO.
ceny. He was convicted but upon his o the houses. The goods were placed
9
it
was as a salesman.
Santa Fe Chapter No.
store
of
two
in
and
Sanchez
the
to
his
be
Register.
Pettine, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
good,
promise
thirty day jail
For several years, all over the coun1, R. A. M.
Regular
made
sentence was suspended upon pay- thieves will be given a hearing on
22, 1905,
Homestead
August
'
second
convocation
try. Wood sold woolens.
No. f4 tMW. i, tor SE
NW
ment of the costs of the trial. The Saturday.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
of each month
more
sold
He
is
to
who
woolen
those
caused
the
Monday
It
acE
13
SW
Sec.
goods
on
and
court
was
hoped
by
of
NE
the
of
the interior,
given
leniency
Department
at Masonic Hall at
NW
Section 24, Township 11 N.,
count of the boy's age. This was his the arrests to have the date of trial square mile than any one had ever
u. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M
ASA P. FRENCH
.
7:30 p. m.
sold
.
as
13
Farmers'
before.
set
the
Business
ahead
M.
P. M., has filed pec08 Nati, Forest, August 15. 1912.
E., N.
first offense. Roswell Register-TribuneU. S. District Attorney Investigating Range
r
And the upshot was he was brought
association intend to take it up and
notice of intention to make
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
Inter-statNotice is hereby fiven that Ricar-prooFeature of Lawrence
to
are
to
see
office
to
the
that
home
to
H. P.
establish
punall
the
claim
the
the
perpetrators
manage
landldo Valencia of Pecos, New Mexico, ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
FACTORY.
WANT
THE
THEY
Plot.
Dynamite
above described, before Register orwh0) on September 3, 1907, made
Seer tary.
J. W. Nolan, field superintendent of ished and an example is made of this salesmen.
the beet industry here, attacked the petty larceny which is not all done About this time his factory, through save the other million and make a lot Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at Santa Homestead Entry No. 11952 for N
Santa le Commandery
Fe, New Mexico, on the Gth day of SE lA SW
melon pile at Rocky Ford and also by the natives around Chilili but mismanagement, was In a bad way. besides."
SB
SE
SW
No. 1, K. T. Regular
And he did.'
November, 1912.
visited at Garden City a few days, that Americans as well have been Frederick Ayer, who gathered his dolSection 6, Township 17 N., Range 12
conclave fourth MonOut of that bankrupt woolen con- lars out of the bottom of a sarsa- While in Colorado and Kansas he guilty. Moriarty Messenger.
Claimant names as witnesses: Cruzl E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed noday in each month at
carefully inspected the beet crop and
Masonic Hall at 7:30
he says that the crops here look just
'
as good, if not better, than those he
p. m.
W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
saw while away. He also made the
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
statement that if the beet farmers
would all get together and boost we
n
Santa Fo Lodge of
could have a sugar factory here in a
No. 1, 14th devery short time. The factory people
must have more of these industries
gree. Ancient and Acin order to handle their increasing
cepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
business. The factory at Ttocky Ford
the third Monday of each month at
is now working eight hundred people
7:30 o'clock in the evening in Masonin day and night shifts and yet they
ic Hall, south side of Plaza. Visiting
are away behind with their orders.
Let's get busy and get that factory.
Scottish Rite Masons are cordially inWe need it, and we could also use
vited to attend.
a canning factory to good advantage.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT,
32.
Maxwell Mail.
Venerable
Master.
(Just in case he should be called
voloccur in battle, such as the kind,
A CLOSE CALL.
upon to slap some other nation on
Tho
ume and effectiveness of fire.
B. P. O. E.
Ernest Green, a brakeman on the the wrist, Uncle Sam each year at
officers base their moveopposing
is
on
the
base
out
Santa Fe LodgeNo.
carried
to
find
where
he
train
that
at,
tempts
special
ments on this.
P. O. E.,
460, B.
ball team to Hurley, Sunday, had a water and land. The land part of his
Umpires' decisions take the place
holds its regular
has just been finvery narrow escape from death under annual "work-out- "
of bullets and prevent absurd and unsession on the secthe wheels of his own train in the ished with a series of maneuvers on
natural situations.
accident
The
ond
at
and
fourth
that
Franthe Pacific coast, south of San
place.
yard
which took place in full view of two cisco. The regulars were called upon
When either side has exposed
Wednesday of each
month. V i s i t ing
to the fire of the enemy for a cer
carloads of people was an unusual to defend San Francisco from a theobrothers are invitone, and not at all enjoyed by the retical army of 12,000 men which had
tain length of time at a correctly esed and welcome.
enforced spectators. Green grabbed landed from a hostile fleet at Montimated range, the umpires decide how
hold of what is ordinarily a solid part terey, forced a landing and was addeadly the fire is and how many men FRANK T. BLAND Y,
on a car, but which had been replaced
Exalted Ruler,
are
killed.
San
Francisco
to
attack
by
vancing
Pi M. A. LIENAU,
by a loose piece of pipe. The re- land.
And the regulars done it,
An umpire may say "Major Onionsult was that he fell escaped going
Secretary.
battalion lost 100 men in
b'gosh.)
skin,
your
under the wheels of the engine by
The United States has recently been
were exposed
this
because
attack
you
cow
the
catcher.
Santa
Hanging at war theoretically.
Fe Camp
grasping
to volley infantry fire in close formahalf under the cow catcher he was
13514, M. W. A.
of the war game
acis
the
men
This
are
out
ruled
of
these
story
tion;
meets second Tuesdragged about 150 feet before the from the inside out.
tion for fifteen minutes!" That means
engineer realized that something was
each month, soday
dead.
to
the
They march
they are
It is the story of how Uncle Sam.
By
wrong and stopped the engine.
cial
meeting third
rear with their
guns over their
this time Green had worked himself in a strenuous annual "work-out,- "
Tuesday at Fire- some
end
but
up,
shoulders,
siezes
crabbing
up out of danger. He was consider- .theoretically captures cities,
at the umpire, others glad to get a mo-- , ng
ably shaken up and bruised about seaports, theoretically kills armies,
welcome.
ment's rest.
the legs, but worked the day out and burns bridges, cut telegraph wires and
A. G. WHITT1ER.
Consul.
Later on the same umpire may say CHAS. A
was on the regular run Monday.
theoretically devastates empires.
RISING, Clerk.
men
are
And
it
same
the
alive
most
In the fall of each year, having
again.
Silver City Independent.
is even so. Detachments of troops
NEWKIRK'S BUZZ WAGON.
of the ui gent business out of his sysF. W. FARMER
are not killed "dead entirely" because
A few days ago we received a po- tem, vour uncle with the beaver hat
Homestead No.
that would put them out of the game
lite request from the state auditor to and striped pants, wipes the perspira2879, Brother,
for the day and they would loBe the
the effect that we please send him tion from his brow, calls up the war
hood of Ameribenefit or the exercises.
and says: "Let's play
10 in coin of the realm in return for department
They are
can Yoemen.
seldom ordered out of action for more
which he will grant us the privilege war."
Meets first FrW..
are to be held which would probably
The "problem" consists of a prac- than an hour.
of riding in our own auto for twelve
The war department then Bays to
iday of the
The
men
number of
killed is judg
be invaded in time of war, and as tical situation in warfare that can be
months from date of receipt lie the different generals commanding
month at the
sumes that a foreign power is attack- - solved several ways, and wiiiuh will ed by the kind of fire they are Ptibthe three divisions of the army, "Let's
rnumtuti liaii.
jected to. Artlllery fire, infantry fire
H. Foreman, A. E. Robinson.
ing it. He appoints the commander prove instructive to both the winners
play war;" the different division comma-or
!
at
"fire
"volley"
will"; distance,
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
of the division as commander of ma- and the losers. The object of the
manders say to the commanders of
size and density of the body of troops
the regulars and the militia of each
neuvers, gives him a staff a chief neuverB is to test the vulnerability of
to give "ring and being fired upon, accuracy
ODD FELLOWS,
umpire, two senior umpires one for the points attacked as well as
Generally means helping an entire family. division, "Let's play war;" and so the
No. 2. I. O. O. F.
each side and enough ordinary um- the army a practical training in actual m estimating the range, correctness
Her back aches so she can hardly drag Jblommin' army is assembled and
m
In
de-;
adjusting sights and discipline
i
Santa Fe Lodg
around. Her nerves are on edge and she "plays war."
pires to cover every portion of the campaigning, both on offense and
firing that's all an umpire has to
When" it gets into the field, Uncle
v
is nearly wild. Headache and Sleeplessmeets
army involved in the exercises. These fense.
regularly
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
ness unfit her for the care of her family. Whips it into fighting shape with a
The soldiers do not get wildly ex consider when "killing."
umpires are chosen from grades above
solBefore
sham
each
every
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth
battle,
in ihia croma
Rheumatic Pains and Lumbago rack her system of gymnasitim exercises and
Thow taVa it nrpt.
first lieutenant and are distinguished
ammunition is Inspected by an ers always welcome.
body. But, let her take road work which he gives such' high
by white bands on their hats. Their ty much as a matter of course. Thed'Gr8
r
iihio thrill, officer t0 Bee that no ball cartridges
An umpire ordering the retirement business is to kill soldiers, theoreti- sounding names as: "Military tac,0 (a
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
first
lack of are used
is
the
at
but
there
tics;" "garrison drill;" "minor field of a body of soldiers who have been cally.
ing
Private property is protected by a jjoage no. 2o9, holds its
maneuvers,"
exercises;" "campaign
regular
The
of
maneuvers
commander
is
to
a
exposed
"whlthering fire" of blank the
the( meeting on the first Thursday of each
all of which mean to the
the of-- board '1adJn'lerB
lad who pulls the wires that run real fighting spirit-"mor- aIe"
are
which
estimates
cartridges.
They
montn
at
theoretically
commanding
Fireman's
hall at 7:30 p. m.
is
'and ail these ailments the same as "gym" and "road work," dead. Inside of an hour
the show. It is up to him to figure ficers call it and without morale ,xit ..
all damage done, like cutting fences. Visiting brothers are invited and welthey will
will disappear. She will means to a
be brought to life with another order. out the "problem" as it is called. He pretty nara to estimate tne result oi pfp
come,
j. a. RAEL, Ft M.
Boon recover her strength
Campaign maneuvers differ from
chooses the battlefield, divides the a battle by a book of rules. Skill in
After the battle a conference is
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
and healthy activity for real war only in the fact that the were held out of this at White troops into two sides "Reds" and
in advantageous posi- troops
commandl
gd Md
offlcers are
Foley Kidney Pills are bullets are made of paper instead of Plains, Conn.; at Sparata, ' Miss. ; at "Blues" and appoints their, command- tions is what counts most vith the
It will not pay you tc waste your
CpIUcteed by the commander of Ma.
r
and
tonic,
steel.
curative,
strengthening
healing,
ers. The Reds usually do the attack- umpires.
Gate, Wash., and at Coyote, Cal.
talk- - tiem
decisions
neuvers,
are
writincr
disputed
out your
medicine for all Kidney, Bladder and
The army was allowed $1,350,000 to
To make the game realistic Uncle ing. Both sides are under control of
When the troops get into action, the ed overi the final decision ia given-ump- ires when you can get them legal
already printTrinaiy Diseases that always curies.
play war with thiB year. Minor exer Sam choose an important seaport in the commander of maneuvers until
furnish the commanders with then lt-- rlght about face for thp ed at th Nnr Mex'onn
or sale by all druggists,
Printing
cises and four campaign maneuvers the department where the maneuvers they clash. .
Information as to what would actually marca home.
Company.
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SICKLES

GENERAL

"Jhe Jome

of Quality Groceries

TO KEEP RELICS

mm

I
I

A
ESTRANGED

Is Better

THE FACT

WE ARE

HIM,

A HOST OF

Satisfied Customers Every Day
IS THE BEST PROOF

That We Can Please You, Too.
Don't

WE CARRY THE BEST OF

Meats, Groceries and
etable Goods.

14 lbs
Phone 4

II

Veg-

F. ANDREWS

Phone 4

,

IIIIIHaWB

VETS MUST WAIT
NAVY SAVING
FOR PENSIONS
ONITS PAINT
New York, Sept. 1G. The difficulty
Washington, Sept. 16. An average
of finding the right kind of paint for f approximately $260 a year will be rebattleships is the subject of an in- ceived by the 420,000 government pen-

$1.00

Sugar

HUH

teresting paper presented to the sioners entitled to an increase under
chemists' congress here by Henry the Sherwood pension act for the re- Williams, of the Brooklyn navy yard. lief of veterans of the civil war.
e
To date, approximately 450,000
Salt water eats steel with remark- rapidity unless the armor plate plications for increase under the act
is kept well covered. As a result, the have been scheduled. Some of these
navy has to spend something more 'are duplicates from persons who filed
than $500,000 ever year for paint. The twice, and some are duplicates from
total cost of keeping the battleship a few who have m tlle Past month or
tw advanced from one age period to
Florida painted Is $15,000 a year.
was
Dy me penUntil very lately, said Mr. Wil- anotner. u whenesumaieo.
the Sherwood act
bureau
sion
liams, the. navy's painting was done was
approved that there would be
inefficiently and iinecononiica'ly. He
beneficiaries.
cited three innovations resulting from
A full force of clerks and about half
the new spirit of chemical research,
addition of temporary clerks authe
all of which have saved money and
thorized by congress to care for the
improved the ships. Early In 1911, claims filed
is at work on the applicaafter careful tests, a new hydro-carboto bring them up
an
endeavor
in
tions
spirit was substituted for turpen- to date. At present the force Is worktine in the thinning of paints. This'
"
ing on the application of May 20, when
saved a lot of money.
thousand, daims were filed in one
forty
Innovation No. 2 was the substitu- day.
tion of a zinc oxide and blanc fixe outThe entire number will be disposed
side paint for the slate color that had
of within the
fiscal year in the
been used many years. The difference estimate of present officials.
This
pension
in price was thirty-fiv- e
cents per gal- means
the applications filed will
that
In
ot
lon
the new paint.
favor
not all be passed upon until July 1
innovation No. 3 had to do with bot-tc- next.
j
All pensioners of the United States
paint, which is a special and ex- pensive type and was for many years government, veterans, widows and or- purchased from private manufactur phans, receive an average sum of $176
ers, who made it from secret form' a year each from the government. The
ulas. The naval chemists finally be- Sherwood act increases this to an
gan experimenting with bottom paints average of $260 a year.
of their own account and, succeeded.
The first six of the pension agenSixty thousand gallons of this is made cies to be consolidated into the penevery year at Norfolk, with a saving sion bureau ' in' Washington will be
to the government of $100,000
brought in after the payment to be
made November 4 next.
ap-abl-

!

420,-00-

S. SPITZ,
THE JEWELER.
HEADQUATERS FOR
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinery but it needs both occasion-

E

Watches
and
Clocks.

A

ally.
t
If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
tice a year. It will increase the
li e and accuracy of your watch.
Leave your watch with us y.

Time Pieces That Are

Reliable."

SAILORS
ARE FIRED UPON.

Bluefietds, Nicaragua, Sept. 16.
American sailors from the gunboat
were fired upon in the streets
here last night during an
demonstration incident to the celebration of the anniversary of Central
American independence. A mob of excited Nicaraguans was formed immediately and for a moment bloodshed
was threatened.

NOT GUILTY

IS HIS PLEA

does good plumbing
zo you i
means a more healthful home, increased

It

comfort, and freedom
from the renewals
and repairs of ordinary plumbing.
"Stamftwd" fixtures
installed by us are an
assurance of plumbing
satisfaction.

SANTA FE HARDWARE
AND SUPPLY COMPANY.

'"-

sion over railways in stock yards and
the power of the commission to compel railroads to grant switching facili
ties to interurban electric roads will
be taken up without delay.
The question of the application f
the interstate commerce laws, particularly the Carmack amendment to
of railroads to limit their liability for loss of freight and tho enforcement of state laws declaring void
Dills of lading limiting liability, vJ'.i
- be threshed out.

D.

GERMAN FLEET
OFF TO SEA
Heligoland, North Sea, Sept. 16.
The German imperial fleet, composed
of 22 battleships, six large and 11
small .cruisers, flotillas of torpedo and
torpe'do boat destroyers, and a num
ber of auxiliary vessels, was reviewed
off this island today by the German
emperor. At the conclusion of the review his majesty accompanied the
fleet to sea, where maneuvers occupying four days will be held.

An English gentleman writes that he read the
little book, "The Road to WelMlle," 'and at a
meeting of the Victorian Physchological Society
of London (of which he is president) he urges
the members to read it carefully, for, as he writes :
"I think it the finest little book of Physchological
Knowledge I have ever seen."
AEW DaLXlUAft

MINTING

CO.

.liocal Ageats lor

He is Mr. T. A. Wilson, 22 Hamburg St., Eich- mond, Eng.
The relation.- of body, food and mind are explained in a simple way in "The Eoad to Well-villeand a miniature copy is placed in small
envelope, and attached to every third package of
Grape-Nutin order to extend its circulation, in
such cases, free.
-

,"

"Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk combined.

s,

A Dak Uaft with few ot
many Book Units a desired.

The only perfect combination
desk and bookcue ever made,
Roomy, convenient attractive We want to show yoa
iti advantages and possibilities. C;U, write or pbont
as about it.

If interested, you can instruct your grocer to
send up a package with the little envelope

FOR

OF GREAT

8ubscrfte

for trie Santa Pe New
Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts all
of the time and works for the upbuilding cf our new State.
Latest sporting news In the Santa
Fe New Mexican. Read It.

interesting and

Postum Cereal Co., Ltd.; Battle Creek; Mich.

Sm n

--

rv nDimnicTc momifw

Pharmacy.
The time is here, we have the stock,
the styles and price and now we
want to have the opportunity to show
you, nay prove to you that what we
say is a fact- Will you let us? John
' : i tiueger, page eight.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rail
The finest rooms in the city, laving
all vodern ' conveniences,
'eluding
electric ;llght;rteam
and batha.
The European "iM te2 centrally lo
cated.' State progressiva Headquarters In the hotel.
Tonight at the Elks' The Hibarian.
All good pictures at the Elks' to
night.
There will be regular meetings of
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
and . Atzlan Chapter Rose Croix No.
1, this evening in the Masonic rooms
at 8 o'clock.
Pure old'fasriloned castor oil ren
dered easy to take. Come to our
fountain and let us prepare it for you.
Zook's Pharmacy.
Opens Today The IT. S. Indian In
dustrial scnooi south of the city reopened today.
What your doctor orders is what
you ought to have, and what you get
when we fill
your prescriptions.
.

FALL

MliLOT
.'

UTESTIN

HATS,

.

FEATHERS,
ETC.

MISS A.

THE PLAZA

Market Co.

GROCERIES
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THE

l

'KiKr11'
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When one of the housekeepers re
iterated to a reporter the statement
that the general was away, she was
asked if any of his family were at
home.
"He has no family," she answered.
"Are there no relatives here to
take charge of the sale?''
"He has no relatives,'- was the re
'

In the absence of those who might
have brightened the advancing years
of his life (he is 87 years old), it was
but natural that the general should
have turned to the relics of the
yunger days of the fighting days
for company.
s
And then to have these dumb
taken away was more thau
he could stand.
In the corridor just outside of the
door of the general's study which the
attendant had closed, hung a faded
blue army cap with one brass button
gone. High up, half hidden in the
shadows and gray dust, was a blue
Still
cape, and below it a sword."
lower down, beyond the pale of the
dust was a frock coat and a vest and
a hat which had recently been worn.
Along the other side of the wall
were rough shelves piled high with
packdusty books and
ages of papers. Among these were
the various commissions of the general, bearing the signatures of Abraham Lincoln, which would have
bi ought a good price at the auction;
Then the front rooom of the big
house was old colonial furniture of
mahogany, relics of the days before
the war. And there were plaster and
bronze busts of men who fought for
the United States, and models of famous battle ground monuments.
In one corner of a sort of office at
the rear of the house were a hand
ful of tarnished medals, among them
perhaps the Legion of Honor, and an
occasional emblem of bravery in bat
tie.
Piled along the walls were great en
velopes containing letters from the
men who held together the foundation
ot the Union during those stressful
days. There were letters from President Lincoln and General Grant and
Secretary Seward and from General
Roger Tryor of the Confederacy, long
a friend or Sickles, ah mere, or
least, the official ones with the autographs of the men who wrote them.
would have had to go in the auction
had not his estranged wife obtained
the money to pay the debt

THE CLARENDON GARDEN

Phone Black 12.

?

R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.

STAND, BUTT BROS,' DRUG STOKE.

DOWN-TOW-

s

SHOES for
ri
n
(a.

time-yellowe-d

LOCAL ITEMS.
Get an anti splasher for your faucet,

The little book is certainly
well worth reading.
Let Him Know It If you are out ot
position, you must let the employer
know It A want advertisement in the
nee and professional man in the city
and county and a great many in the
state. If yon have any special talent, do not bide It under a buineL

MEMENTOES

-

Lawrence, Mass., Sept. 16. William
Haywood, general organizer of the
Industrial Wrokers of the World,
pleaded not guilty in the superior
court here today to two indictments
charging him with conspiracy in connection with last winter's textile strike
in this city.
He was held for trial under $1,000
IMPORTANT CASES
BEFORE HIGH COURT. bonds. No date for the trial wad set.
(Continued From Page One.)

RETAIN

r

Uronl

IMAMONB IIUANU
for So
yean known as Best, Safest, Alwlyt Kell.b.

New York, Sept. 16. Not only is
General Daniel E. Sickles, hero of
Gettysburg, to retain his treaured war
relics, but it is believed today, that
he Is to become reconciled to his wife,
from whom he has been separated
two decades.
.
Mrs. Sickles left her husband J to
MUGLER,
stay with her mother in Spain during
her last days. But when she heard
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLaA
that her husband's war relics were
to be seized to satisfy debts of $8,000
she sold her jewels to save the beloved mementoes.
The news that the money had been
obtained came several days ago, but
its source was not announced until
yesterday.
An hour before news came that
the money had been procured, General Sickles sat alone in the study
of his home at 23 Fifth Avenue. He
sat beside a table with his head burWest Side of Plaza
ied in his arms. He was sobbing. A
of
a
glimpse
quick
reporter caught
him before an attendant could noiselessly close the door and announce
711.
flint tho DrBticni wan nut nf Ina'n '
But even the closed door could not
Change of pictures tonight at t;ic
bar those dry, choking sounds from Elks'.
within.
For Admirers of Roosevelt H. S.
a Complete
It was one thing to sit unmoved Lutz, agent of the Santa Fe, states Have Added
orchard
and indifferent in the peach
that Santa Feans desiring to go to AlLine, of
at Gettysburg while a field surgeon buquerque to see Colonel Theodore
hacked off his shattered leg at the Koosevelt should nrranep to leave
It was another to face separa- here tomorrow, tfuesday night, as only
hip.
tion from those dusty war treasures a limited number of passengers
can
and their memories.
be accommodated on No. 3 Wednesday
Perhaps it was the first time Gen morning, September 18. No. 3 is runeral Sickles had ever flinched in the ning full every day and there will be To
Stock of Meats
fire of the enemy. At Fredericksburg, no room for 40 or 50 additional peoMalat
stone
the
wall,
bloody
along
ple.
Give Us a Trial.
vern Hill, at Antietam, he marched
The
The Cross-road- s
(Vitagraph).
a
without
into the Confederate fire
Elks' tonight.
qualm.
Dr. Clifford S. Losey, the Eye, Ear.
When they had amputated his leg Nose and Throat Specialist of Las Ve
to
direct
at Gettysburg he continued
gas, will be at the Palace Hotel, Sep
his troops with his back propped tember 19th, 20th, and 21st.
Hours
against a rock and with no apparent 2 to 5 p. m.
men
when
wound.
But
his
of
notice
At the Elks' tonight The Divine Sofrom the office of Sheriff Harburger lution, the Librarian and the Crossaucalled with a little slip of paper
roads.
thorizing them to catalogue the arFrom 51 to 67 was the range of temturned
he
away
in
the
ticles
house,
perature yesterday and the average
and
in
the droop relative humidity was 57 per cent.
his eyes
with tears
GO.
of despair in his shoulders.
The lowest temperature during last PLAZA MARKET
of
de-'e
J
who
know
something
night was 49 degrees. Forty-onOnly those
the life of General Sickles can real- grees is the lowest temperature re
ize whv he hauled down his colors
for the first time. Ever since wai
days the general, getting about as best
10
be could on the leg that was left him,
THE TIME
NOW
has been a lonely man. In the big
brick house on the lower avenue, just
across the street from the home
CRAB APPLES, APklCOTS, PLUMS, APPLES.
where Mark Twain lived so long, he
has resided alone, save for occasional
Finest 5weet;Peas in the Southwest
Flowers all the time.
housekeepers and a negro servant or
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RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
WorH'iPure Food Exposition,
Chicago, III., Pari. Exposi
tion, rrancs, Marco, iy 12.

You don 't savt money when yon buy cheap or big-co- n
baking powder.
Be mislead.
Buy Calumet. It's more economical more wltolesome
to
soda.
and
milk
Calumet
is far superior tour
gioes bat results.

JEWELS

WAR.

.

i.

AND PLEASING

SERVING

FROM WIFE FOR TWO DECADES

SHE SELLS

It is not alone the wonderful raisinrr
qualities, or the certainty of resulis.or
the purity, or the uniformity, or the
economy, tnat 13 rapidly making
Calumet the most popular Baking
Powder.
combination
It is
. .. . .. ' the. . Derfuct
ot all 01 tnese miners.
You need onlv to use Calumet
once to make you a
constant user. Ask
your grocer toda- ytest it in your next
baking,. Insist on
Calumet.

THAT

-

corded this season. There was a
trace of rain yesterday. On 'Saturday
the range of temperature was 45 to
72. degrees.
Don't fall to see the pictures tonight
at the Elks' they are ail good.

15c at Goebels.
KASNER. KAR euto
141 J.

For reliable

'
lur hire. Phone

electric
Prices always

We'll be frank enough to say
that we are intensely proud of

Our New Fall Shoes
We want our trade to see and

appreciate the Choice Styles!

By quoting men's shoes at $3.00, $3.50, $4.00,
$4.50 & $5.00, by saying that we've women's
shoes at 2.00, 2.50, 3.00, 4.00 and $5.00, or at
but very little
any other price, would make
r You've seen
on
these
mind.
your
impression
same shoe prices quoted a thousand times.

But!

f
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)w ii diiim us w anon )uu inw
handsome New Fall Models, you'll
notice their Excellence and Beauty
at a glance and you'll say at once- :-

"The Finest Shoes 1 Ever Saw"
OUR SPLENDID SHOES AND OUR
EXPERIENCED SHOE SERVICE
IS AT YOUR COMMAND.

work see
reasonable,

Sparks.
service prompt
Watch 'the window of Gerdes for
the display of Fall suits, coats and
dresses. It is the style thermomenter
of the city.
Good Trusses If you must wear a '
truss at all, get a good one. Let us
fit you with a Smithsonian. Zook's

if
ii

PFLUEQER'S.
i "THE

HOME OF BETTER SHOES."

